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THESE DOCUMENTS ARE FILiv1ED EXACTLY
AS THEY WERE RECEIVED~ IN SOME CASES,
PAGES MAY :BE DIFFICULT TO READ~ SOME
PAGES APPEAR TO HVE OVERLAPPING
DOCUMENTS'. BUT THEY WERE
PHOTOCOPIED IN THIS MANNER.

SANDRA MASON
DIRECTOR OF RECO;RJI)S MANAGEMENT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNWERSITY
MICROGRAPHICS DEPARTMENT
CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS
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BOTTLETONES

FARMER'S MARl<ET

ROAD TRIPPtN'

Luc(il /imd cu film t·idco in

Srwlrnt, s/icrnl earl:; Sar11rJa)'
momin.i:: h11)·i11g £llld selling .m
\Ve.-rmm P/;zza.
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A luok ar casinos anmnd
the area.
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Nine·year·old Heather Sperry of Texas and I O·yeor·old Molly McClendon of W<?st Frankfort
rela.< on McClendon's mother's mini-van during the showing of "The Spy Who Shagged Me" at
the Egyptian Drive·ln Theater in Energy Sunday.

A night out at the giant

The Egyptian Drive,Jn offers an outdoors venue for film lovers
STORY BY N.-ml,\NIEL PARK
PHOTOS BY DEVIN MILLER

T

O GET TO ENERGY, TAKE ILUNOIS
ROUTE 13 EAST TO ILLINOIS
ROUTE 148. Go NORTH ON

ROUTE 148, AND WATCH FOR THE

DRIVE-IN ENTRANCE ON THE RIGHT.

rests on.

1'cstlct.l in a woo<lct.1 offshtK>t of Illinois
Roule 13 is an allusi\C hit.le a1\(!I', a trca,urc
of ,nrts. buried within the con lines nf
Encrgv.
Str~rchinl! outward from rite edge of this
quaint. ,mali 1n1111 is 1h~ Enptian brivc-In
Theater which le.it.I, a won<lering glance up
tow,1rt.l lhc sky. strctd1ing the imagination

nearly eight s1nries high.
With more 1han half a century of ,,pcratinn. lhc Egyptian Dri1c-In, J](~l Eden Park
Drive. has ~ct the standard for fomilv entertainment ll'hile carvml! i1;, niche in ,\111crica11
histOI)
Duhb.:d the Jargc,t ,crecn in the world. al
I25 feet \\ it.le ant.I 'more than cil!in ,tori cs
tall. the Eg~ptian Dri\e-In Tlw,7Icr"s ,rn·cn
stands as a moniiment to the creath itv a11d
ingenuity of the hu11w1 .,pirir ;mt.I a c;,uplc \
dream.
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Police Blotter
• A 21-year-old SlUC student !old Univer>ity police
her $90 texlbook was s!cleo from a room in Rhen
Hell ocound noon Wedne.doy. There ore no suspem
in this inciden!.
·• Five leencge girls were de!oined on curfew chcrges

around 1:14 o.m. Thursday when a girl driving a car
in which !hey were riding was pulled r:,,er by
Univer.ity pelice of the in!ersedion of Plooscnl Hill
and Mc1offe.-1y roocn. 'The driver, a 16-yecrdd girl,
was issued a citonon fer dmintl on on invclid driver's
license due le the airfew period, police scid. Th-J girls
were lcter reloosed le their pcrenls. Police scid the
reportv.ill be forwarded lo the state's cllomey's ,
office fer pos~ble curfew violatioos.

• Mall!,ew L Benson, 25, a homeless man in the
Carbondale area, was arrested on three chcrges
Wednesday ofter he allegedly s!cle a case of beer
from a de!:very trudc parked oulside the Warehouse
liquor, 829 E Main St., around 10:10 p.m. lhe driver of the truck chcsed the suspect otter he look the
beer, police scid, but the driver did not apprehend
the man. He later gave police a descripfon of lhe
suspect. Benson was spoiled by police carf)ling the
beer, and when he spoiled the offi=, he dropped
Jhe beer and mn. Police found Benson hiding in a
bathroom of a building in the 1100 b1odc of East
Walnut Street. He was subsequenrly chc:-ged with
burglary, felony theft-due to a previous conviction
-end resisling a peoceofficer.rle was taken lo
Jackson County Jail.

• "Meet Me in St. Louis" -A
Hoortworming Musical, 8:00
p.m., chi!dren end students $6,
!eniors $10, adults $12, .
Mcleod Theater, •
Communicofons Bldg. Call the
box office 01453-3001.

• Sou!hem Illinois Uibon
fishing Prc,Jram is offerintfree

=lnf::l~~-:~·
end

Fri., 9 to 11:30 a.m.
1 lo
3:30 p.m. All fishing rods,
reels, bait and equipment provided. dinia for kids, pcrents,
seniors and other interested
groups. For reseivofions and
infoonation call 61 B-453-6091.

=!~:!uw~;so
seleetion of end
art

or1ifaels

from the Museum's collection by
members ol the h\useum's

;tt~~;'!=ing

unfil July

• SIUC Museum presents the
me!ol work of Cappy Woll and
Riehord Slone, showing unh1
July 24. Free admission.

• siuc Museum presents the

MFA Summer Exhibits. lhe
showing v.ill include summer
exhibits featured in various
· media by students grodooting
v.ith a Maste- of Fine Arts

.-!egree, showing unfil Aug. 7.
Free admission.

Moni, library 11'.'3D,
A.53-2818.

'i'HIS WEEK IN 1968:

UPCOMING

• Li'brary Affairs JavaScript,
July 2B, 2 to 3:30 p.m., Morris
library lt3D, 453-2818.

• J\.\avies playing in Carbondale were "The Sweet
Ride," "Day of the Evil Gun,' "Track cl Thunder,"
"Battle Beneath the Ear1h," ''1he St. Valen6ne's Day
Massacre,• '1he Doodly Bees,• "The Devil's Br:gaae"
end "Rosemary's Baby."

• "Meet 1M in St. Louis" -A
Hoortworming Musical, July 24,
8:00 p.m., July 25, 2-00 p.m.,
ch~drm end students S6,
sen;o.-s $10, adults $12,

Meleod1heo1er,
Communic.ifions Bldg. Call the
box office al 453·3001.

• Lr1x-ary AffaiB New lllinel
On-line, July 26, 2 lo 3 p.m.,
Monis Library 1O3D,
453-2B1B.
• Women'i Services presents
Project Mask; ii you ore a survivor of sexual assault or abuse,
ch,ld sexual okse, domesfic
violence or m~ritol rope,
Women's Services enccuroges
you to por1icipcte in a series of
mask-making workshops. Each
afternoon is limited to six pamcipants end pre-regislra!ion is
required, t.-,ery Tues., 1 to 3:30
p.m., Woody Hall, Room A·
3C2. Call Women's Services al
453-3655.
• Lrorory Affairs Digital
Imaging for 1',e Web, July 27, 2
to 3 p.m., Monis Ubrory Rm.
19,453·2818.
• Lr"brory AffaiB PmOuest
Direct, July 28, 9 to 10 o.m.,

• SIU Saning dub mee.ing,
every Wed., B p.m.. Student
Center Illinois Room. Contad
Shelley 529-0993.

• A self-deserbed spokesman fer on orgonizofion he
called "Cuban Power" scid the on6-Coslro group
was responsible fer recent scattered bombings in various U.S. cities. 'Very soon, with days or hours, we
v.ill be heard from ot10in," the man, Arturo
Rcxlrig~ Vtves, scia' in on in!erview. Since April 22,
there hod been 11 bombing incidents in the New
Yak metropolitgn area..The forgets had been eigl,t
forcign tourist or diplomafic offices of countries which
trade with Cuba, two lavems frequented by Cubans
end a pacifist bookstore.
· ·

• lrora.")' Affairs Introduction la
Conslnlding Web Pagc-s
(HTML),July29, 1O0.m. la 12
p.m., Monis Lr'bTOI)' 1O3D, ·
453-2818.

:::::t"==ng
Eor1h Sisl:!rs, folk music, July
29, noon lo 1 p.m., Univmity
Museum Sculpture Gardoo,

CopyChiel
Josh D. Scnseri

North End of Foner l-!oll. In

case of rein, lhn eventv.i0 be

Copyfxlilors
Benjamin S. Smilb
JasonX.Knlser
Chinawut IC.A.I Suddtai

held inside the University

Museum. Free oclmis5lon.
Canted Leri 453·5388.
• Lr'brory Affairs lntrodudion b
the WWW usirig ~,July
29, 1 to 2 p.m., Morris Lromry
1O3D,453•2818.

!

• SIUC end IDOT wi11 be offer..
ing free motore,,:!e rider oours··
es, August 6, 6 lo 9:30 p.m.,
August 7 lo 8, 8:00 o.m. b
6:00p.m.,August9, 10, 11,
12, 13 end 16, 5:30109:30
p:m., www.siu.edu/-qde/ or
1~80(}6-42-9589.

Correction
• Thursday's article, "H.O.P.E soys SIUC is overwhelmed v.ith ex-politicians• should have slo~
H.O.P.E. represenls individuals from the SlUC campus, the Carbondale faith ccmmuni!J, the business
community end civic organizations.

lhe EGYPnAN regrels the e~;·

r '&Ji,&gucoonists
l~~

Caine visit our cedar-tined walk-in humidor with
over 300 differenl cigars ln slack. Large selecli,on
of humidors and ciiv-, acces:;ories.
Pipes, tobaccos, hand-rolling lob..ccos and
imported cigarettes: Established 1991

We Ship

200 W. Monroe 457-8495
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Where it's at

l

Reggae to land at Hangar 9
A variety of instrumentals und vocals
crossing root reggae and dance hall will
be available to all as Nonstop Reggae
pulls out its blended culture of sound at
IO p.m. Saturday at the Hangar 9, 5 I I S:
Illinois Ave.
The SL Louis-based band meshes a
seven-piece group, featuring Prodigal
Son from Jamaica, Nado Doa and Man
Called Keith. The band prides itself on
· the mixture of Reggae, Dub, Lover's
Rock and pop crossover Reggae combined in every show.
For more information, call 549-1233.

f

I

l

Opera conies to Quigley
Pursuing a master's in clarinet performance at SIU, Sean Osborn will enhance
-the audience's listening pleasure during a
recital of New American Music at 5 p.m.
Wednesday in Quigley Hall.
Metropolitan Opera clarinetist,
Osborn will include compositions he and
mentor Eric Mandat have composed for
the recital. Accompanying Osborn on
stage is SIUC alumna Ani~a Hutton on
piano and Michael Norswonhy, a senior
in clarinet performance, on clarinet.
Other pieces presented during the
show will include "Lecture Recital" from
1975, "Sonata for Eb Clarinet and
Piano," "Summer Solstice Concerto for
Clarinet and String Orchestra" and
"Preludes, Book I for Solo Bb Clarinet"
Admission to the performance is free.

I

CARYN McDAN1El/DaUy Esl'Prian

Ryan Brunke, senior. in glass and metals from Nashua, N.H., sits behind his work al the Farmers Market. The Farmers Marke: celebrated its 24th
anniversary July 17 with ifs annual customer appreciation day.

·Peddling p_:rooh.ic·e at ttie Plaza

Beer garden.Ml of flavor

Many SIUC students find Saturday morning enjoyable at Farmer's Market
STORY BY

SARA BEAN

S

ITTING BEHIND A RAINBOW OF
HAND-BLOWN GLASS SPREAD

.

ACROS~ A NAVAJO BLANKET,.SIUC

STUDENT RYAN BRUNK IS ONE OF MANY
PEOPLE WHO

:m

PEDDLING WEEKLY WARES

AT THE FARMER'S MARKET.

Brunk. a· senior in glass and metals from
Nashua, N.H., said :ilthough this is the first
summer he has attended the Farmer's Market,
he is attempting to become a regular vendor for
future shows.
Brunk said he enjoys corning to the
Farme(s Market and often ends up trading
with other people at the markeL
'The Farmer's Market has always been
excellent," Brunk said. 'There is a great group
of craftsmen here."
A mixture of locals, SIUC students and faculty attend the market every week. The
Farmer's Market celebrated its 24th anniversary July 17 with an annual customer appreciation day. Live music was provided for the
crowd of people who gathered on the Westown
Plai.a parking lot Saturday morning.
Brunk has been doing glasswork aJx>ut four

years, and the FJITI1er!s Mari<et offers him the
opportunity to sell some of his work.
"I started getting into this iny sophomore
year, about three or four years ago," Brunk
said. ''I will be one of the first four students to
get a glass degree [from SIUC]."
·
. Brunk is not the only SIUC student to have
a booth at the· market Susannah Lancaster and
Debra Luta!>' first-time experience with the
market in~ludes the selling of handmade books
at the blacktop marketplace. Both women are
members of i\ group of students who attend and
sell arrangements :it the maiket
Lancaster, a post-graduate student in photol!raphy from Evanston; and Lucas, a senior in
photography from Highland Park, said the
books on sale were made the in a summer class
titled "Publication and Presentation."
Lucas said personal time and care were
invested into the making of each book, all are
handmade and some of the papers are hand
crafted as well.
Though some SIUC students peddle their
products at the market, much of the Farmer's
Market is made up ofjust that - farmers.
Roger Plapp, a Carbondale resident, has
attended the Farmer's Market more than 20
years. He said the location of the Farmer's
Market has moved several times before settling
in its current location, at the Westowr. Plai.a

For a bundle of ska-core music with a
taste of fast horns and rock 'n' roil, the
'Baro City Rollers overtake the new
stage of Sidetracks, IO I W. College St.,
at 10 p.m. Saturday. __
The local favoritc;s brought life to the
new stage at its opening and continue to
please the crowds. There is a co~•er
charge for the show. For more information, call 457-5950.

The Farmer's Market begins at 8

a.m e.1ery Saturday.at the Westovm
Plaza parking lot
He said his Jove for the business and drive has
compelled him to continually follow its move.
· Plapp comes to the market every week
before 8 am. when it begins, to set up his
booth of flowers and vegetables. Though not a
full-time !armer, Plapp said the Farmer's .
Market is "a full-timr summer job." Among the
produce Plapp sells are Vidalia onions, which
Plapp said he is particularly fond of.
'They said you couldn't grow Vidalia
onions in Southern.Illinois," Plapp said, gestur- ·
ing to the crate full of the aforementioned vegetable. Plapp said some of his CilStomers seek
out his onions weekly, because cf the quality.
Overall, Plapp said the Farmer's Market is a
great asset to the community and is a highlig,11
of his week.
'This is a wonderful market for the community," Plapp s)lirl. "his excellent for the farmers
to sell their produce. It is a great community
event where the locals can mix with the students.
"It's the main event in Carbondale on a
Saturday morning."

Beat the heat
For the:, ounger generation of _
Southern Illinois, the Carbondale Police
and Fire departments will provide an
opportun:ty for the tots to cool down and
frolic in the streets.
"Chill Out in· the Park." encourages
children between the ages of 4 to 13 to
play in a blast of water from the fire
department's fire hoses from I to I :45
p.m. this afternoon in Attucks Park.
Admission is free.

A Coffee House
breakcJown
Blending humor and music gives
local bluegrass band Locse Gravel the
ability to entertain while relaxing in the
aroma of Melange, 607 S. Illinois Ave.,
from 8 to 10:30 p.m. tonight.
The six woman-and-one-man band
play an array of covers and blend a touch
of original and abstract lyrics to its set.
Admission is free. For more information, call 457-6847.

Local band to- shoot promotional video

"t

Band members have not decided what songs
are going to be included on the video as of yet,
though the songs will presumably come from the
band's new release 'The Sheriff of Bottletone
County."
"Sheriff," releasr.d earlier tl1i~ yc:ar through
Hepcat, is 14 all-new tr:i~:-S of the Bottletones
self-described "bO<':..:-fueled rock-n-roll."
Thunk Bott!.:tone, bassist for the band, said he
believes ev~rything for t~e shoot will just v:ork

STORY BY

SARA BEAN

T

HE BOTTLETONES -

THAT NEOcPSYCHOBILLY QUINTET

HAILING FROM ACROSS THE
GREAT STATE OF ILLINOIS ARF. SHOOTING A VIDEO TO

Power Park comes
to Carbnndale
The Carbondale Convention and
Tourism Bureau introduces its first car
and motorcycle show, Power Park '99,
tGday and Saturday.
Power Park has sponsored a car show
in· conjunction with the Street Machine
Nationals in Du Quoin before, but this
year lhe show will feature motorcycles
as well.
A bicycle stunt by "Super Heroes"
will begin at 4 p.m. today, followed by a
performance by Big Larry and the Down
Home Blues band at 8:30 p.m.
Registration for Saturday's event~
starts at 11 a.m. Saturday and is limited
to the first 100 cars in each class. The
events start at noon and awards will be
presented at 9:45 p.m.
For more information, call 529-445 I.

OUL

HELP PROMOTE FUTURE OPPOR-

"J was just told to show up and play pretty."
1n addition to thi new CD and the video, the
Bottletones are keeping busy with a tour booked
for the month of September. The band will kick of
the tour in Carbondale on Sei:L 11, followed by
several dates across Texas. Plans for additional
tours span the East Coast, the Midwest and the
Southeast.
"We are not really sure [which songs] yet,"
Speed said. "We are going to be shooting a iot.of
video that night.
"Once we go in and edit we are going to see
what looks best."

TUNITIES FOR THE BAND.

Formed in Carbondale in 1993, the
Bottletones blend a smattering of '30s
and '40s swing, '50s rockabilly and '60s
hot rod and surf music.
The video, to be shot tonight ar Schuba's, 3159
N. Southpon in Chicago, is primarily for pro,notional use, the band's drummer Speed Bottletone
says.
"We are going to send it off to agents or even
clubs," Speed said. "It's not going to make it to
MTV or anything." '.
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Audio&Film
'Blair Witch' h~unts,
defines

Film's makers
romp through
chilling fields
MICHAEL O 'SULLIVAN
THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON - Three-quarters of the way through the tape of
an interview with filmmakers Daniel

Myrick and EJuardo Sanchez. the
sound inexplicably goes dead The
audio simply fades out and then,
five minutes later, just as suddenly
fades back in.
..
It ·wouid be unjoumalistic to
a,;cribe this technological glitch to
supernatural phenomena (the b:ttteries we..: fresh and the machine was
otherwise functionin~ properly).
Still, one might be forgiven for
tl1inking such irrational thoughts
when the topic of conversation is the
spooky new horror film "The Blair
Witch Project"
.
Myrick and Sanchez's commercial writing, directing and editing
debut - passed off as the r:rue ;.JJry
of the 1994 disappearance of three
Montgomery (Md) College film
students while documenting a local
legend of witchcraft in the v.oods of
subutban Maryland - first worked
its disturbing magic on audiences at
this year's Surt!ance Film Festival.
Within 24 hours after th:: first of
four sold-out screenings, the film
wa~ picked up for distribution by
Artisan Entertainment for a sum
reported to be in the low seven figures.
Not a bad return for film th::!,
Sar.chez jokes, "cost about as much
a~ a new Ford Taurus with all the
c-ptions."
Pan of the reawn for the buzz is
the film's unsettlingly re.!listic style.
Alternating between grainy blackand•white film stock and color video
footage (all shot by shaky, hand-held
cameras and much of it in the middle of the night), "Witch" presents
iL,;clf as the painstaking reconstruction of a school project left unfinished by a trio of naive kids
(Heather Donahue, Michael
Williams and Joshua Leonard). One
day, we are told, they vanished without a trace and are presumed dead.
Wi:en an eight•minute trailer for
the film wa.~ shown in I997 on
"Split Screen," indic guru John
Pierson's Independent Film Channel
progrnm, some viewers, completely
taken in by the trailer's elaborate
verisimilitude, grew ir.ite when sub~<1ucnt rumors circulated on the
Internet that there wa.~ m.:ire behind
the making of"\Vitch" than Myrick
and Sanchez were letting on.
·•n1c discu»ion turned fmm a
disci:ssion of the merit~ of the film
SEE WITCH, !':\GE 8

JosH SANSERt
O:)ry CHIEF

In perhaps the scariest movie to hit the silver
screen sirice 'The Exorcist," 'The Blair Witch
Project" is a simple, yet innovative effort to bring
goose bumps to the skin of moviegoers.
Unlike 'The Exorcist," "Friday th-: 13th,"
'-'Scream" or any other horror movie created in the
past three decades, the terrifying element in 'The
Blair Witch Project" was virtually unknown. The
"monster" never shows its face, leaving work for
your imagin:1tion.
·
'The Blair Witch Project" is a movie al>out three
film students who embark on a mission in the
woods near Burkittsville: Md., to create a documentary about the legend of the infamous Blair Witch.
Trey pack up their 16mm camera, a hi8 video
. camera, a DA:r reconler and enough· food and supplies to last them through the weekend.
· They planned 0,1 returning with film footage
about the legend, but never expected to experience
to become pan of the legend first-hand. .
The film is made to look like the group actually
was terrorized by something in the forest.
Supposedly, a year after the three disappeared from
the forest without a trace, their film footage was
discovered, and that footage is what the film is
comprised of.
From the beginning of the movie, you know the
three aren't going to return home with their documentary in hand, but that doesn't ruin the ending.
What keeps your eyes glued to the screen and your
ass on the edge or your seat is the desire to learn
what happened to the trio over their fate-doomed
weekend.
Because it is the group's actual footage you are
- watching, you ur.consciously believe that y.:,:rwill
know the truth as to what happened to the group by
the end of the movie, when in fact, you are left with
more questions than answers.
The film isn't a traditional horror nick.
There is a lack of blood and gore, serial killers
springing from dark comers, and mindless halfnaked bimbos scampering through the forest to
escape slaughter.
What it do.:s have is originality. Tl;;: home video
style of the movie makes it more realistic and
believable.
From the beginning, you are furced to identify
with the studc:nts and eventually sympathize with
them.
The most powerful aspect of the movie i~ the
ability to believe the actors are really in fear of the
u'lknown terrorist.
When they are venturing through the forest in
the middle of the night, you can't help but attempt
to peer through the darkness with the actors knowing full-well there is no way of knowing what is out
there.
The film ha.~ mild w:ives of s.-:ary scenes but
doesn't truly send chills down your spine until an
hour after the final scene goes dark.
The final image of the movie sticks in your
mind somewhat like the footage of JFK being assassinated in Dallas. The thirst to know. what happened
to the three is ne•.cr fully-quenched and le;,_ves-your
imagination to ponder their fate.
"Bu1iT \"(/icch Project"
8 scars out of IO

Produc~r•, \Vrit<.'TS ....................... Daniel Myrick
_ ..................... Eduardo Sanche~

Actors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . Heatl1,.,. Donahue
...•.•............•... .. ·:.'.....••...Joshua Leonard
......................•. :: ...•.... Michael \\;tiUu1ms .

- - - - Compact Disc Capsules
ALICE IN CHAINS
Woman in ck Box
For those die-hard Alice In Chains fans who cannot wait for the Alice In Chains
boxed set "Music Bank," set for release this fall, here is a morsel of classic Alice In
Chains to tide you over.
"Nothing Safe" features ''the best of the box" for your pure listening enjoyment,
including two newly recorded tracks from the band. Thi: boxed set will feature more
than 40 songs on three CDs. with several B-Sides, demos and never-before•hcard live
recordings. "Nothing Safe" is the appetizer for the main course coming this fall with the·
release of "Music Bank."
·
Frontman Layne Staley returned from his selfimposed exile to regroup with the other members of
Alice In Chains to record the 11,0 new tr,1cks featured
on the CD. The session that bnike the band's three-year
studio hiatus produced the heavy-hitting tr.Jcks of"Get
Born Again" and "We Die Young."
The real gem on this CD is the live recording of
"Rooster," which, until now, was unreleased in the
North America. The BBC recording of "Rooster"
reminds you why Alice In Chains truly rocks out. The
vocal duo of Staley and guitarist and fellow songwriter
Jerry Cantrell are hauntingly memorable. The eerie, melodic harmonics of Alice In
Chains arc legendary, and the tracks on this release remind you why. · · Bassist Mike Inez's guitar riffs are stellar,11lld drummer Sean Kinney's beats also
compliment the band's sound
··
'
The CD also features such Alice In Chains staples as "Man In the_ Box," "Angry
Chair" and "Would?' from the 1992 release "Dirt"
·
•The great mi ... ture of re-released classics and previousJy unreleased tracks makes
"Nothing s.aft:" a jewel in any definitive Alice In Chains collection.

***.

-Sara Bean

CHEVELLE
Pointl_
If you're missin$ a daily dose of grunge since the deatn~fNirvana and slo"'. decline
of Helmet, the Chicago-based trio of Chevelle may fill that prescription. 11•~ like_ a stale
pack of cigarettes: the first drag after days away frcm the habit still tastes g~ · The three brother.. have =ted a much-needed stir into the notorious grump guitar
and chunky riffs of tooling metal. The lyrics 0,1 the <lisc hint at the band's Christian faith,
but are hidden deep behind the ruffiing sounds c,f amps, strings and beating clutches of
the drums.
,
·
Don't hold your breath for a break•through bane! though. The recording production en
the band's new rel= "Point I" on Squint
Entertainment is lacking in s,:veral areas. The sounds .
:.J---~
are smooth, but vocals are drowned 0111. Introductions
·
to the tracks are just too long, and the recording mix of
instrumentals is way, way off. Much more would be
anticipated from recording artist Steve Albini, whose
work history includes Bush, PJ Harvey and Nirvana.
Reconled in just 17 days with the mastered additions of Hank Williams at MasterMix, the debut album
is a definite attempt at hard-rolling rock. An injection
of whammy bars and stellar drumming make plugging
into the band's title track, point #I (song 2), well worth
an effort The grilling guitar sounds mesh in a solid
beat with the 22-ycar-old vocal talents of middle brother Pete.
For taking a stab at the heavier side of rock, the band does give off an aroma of "Teen
Spirit" and renames the standard for skateboarding punk.
All props aside, the band's most horrid musical adventure is hidden behind Track 7.
An interesting attempt to include a "ballad" of sons. dos (Track 7) is a prosaic attrmpt at
best, the vocals are a shallow effort at singing talent anc! the dre.:ded tune lasts nearly 6
1/2 minutes long.
·
Chevelle has momentary auspicious stops including point #1, mia. and peer. The oriented rock pli,;'~ are easily mo.<,t impressive through the instrumental bites intertwined ·
betw-:en guitar and ba~ The band's firstjump:kick at an album was well endowed, but
~ractice makes peifec:, so we'll just give these Chicagoans SOlilC time for more preparat10n.
·

***

-Kelly E. Hertlei11

WANTED

film reviewer
For fall semester, 1999.
Paid by weekly columl"!'. Popcorn and Junior Mints not included.
.
,
-•,l
lnterestec applicants should apply to the EGYPTIAN by August
Candidates may sefld inquiries to: Editor@siu:edu
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FUNDING THE HOT SPOTS
IF
C¥EElri CHATTEFJ
No matter what you fancy, the internet
has a variety of different chat rooms for you·to choose from.

THE INTERNET CONNECTION:
STORY BY

SARA BEAN

T

HEY DON'T CALL IT THE

WORLD

WIDE WEB FOR NOTHING. THANKS

TO A WONDERFUL THING CALLED A

CHAT ROOM, YOU CAN TALK TO PEOPLE

. AROUND TH): WORLD ABOUT SIMILAR
INTERESTS, HOBBIES AND EXPERIENCES.

Because of the growing popularity of chat
rooms, there are a variety of sites specializing
in chat room communities. Most of these sites
are free, though a few charge for membership.
Almost all the sites have rules about chatting. It is important to read these rules, or you
could be kicked out of the rooms by the room

monitors. The room morumrs are a big brother
like group of people that monitor the chat and
make sure it abides by the rules.
The most common rules prohibit threats,
solicitation of cybersex, profanity and repeated
unnecessary posts (flooding). Most sites also
frown upon flaming, or personal disparagement
of other chatters.
Break the rules enough and not only will
you be kicked out the rooms, but you could be
banned from ·the site.
Chatweb
www.chatweb.net
Titls is an ex~llent general chat site, with a
variety of rooms to visit There are four main
areas of chat rooms at this site. There are the
general chat rooms which offer chat opportunities for visitors of any age. Chatweb also offers
room based on age and topics. Age rooms
range from 12 to 50+. Topics cover everything

from automobiles and
movies to gay and lesbian chat and garilen:.1g.
There is an adult chat area
on this site, but you must be 18
years of age to enter.
·
Also, corning soon on Chatweb is a chat by
geographical area feature.
Chatropolis
Wlviv.charropolis.com
Chatropolis is the must-see site for the serious chatter. Titls site offers one of the largest,
most active chat sites on the Internet
Chatropolis hosts over 150 rooms ranging from
general topics and adult topics.
However, unlike many sites, Chatropolis is
not free. You can register for a free 14-day trial
to all chat rooms and space to c~te your own
personal chat room.
The Chat House

1vivi1itlzecharlzouse.com
This site is I00 percent free. No strings
attached. No registration. No membership. It is
not the largest site, but it is vel}' navigable and
extremely user friendly.
There are six communities in the Chat
House: college, teen, adult, kids, singles and
entertainment Each community contains several rooms you can visit Unlike many chat sites,
this requires no registration or password. You
just log-in and chat It's that easy.

SEE

CHAT,

PAGE
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Questioning the multipurpose eyesores
Dear Gus,
What are the two tall concrete stri1ctures
between lindegren Hall and life Scieru:e /I?
I've heard they are supports for a campus
monorail system that never came to be. I've
also heard another set of these imposing structures exist elsewhere on campus. Help me,
Gus?
Grab your chalk to announce a party!
Wandering around campus is a much-needed duty in the wide world of exploration, and
during these excursions I can say the answer to
this unique and off-the-wall question can be
summed up in one word- bogus.
Brad Dillard of the Physical Plant explains
the odd structures are nothing more than an
attempt by the U_niversity to cover a potential .

EGYPTIAN

cominued from page 1
Driving slowly atop the gravel gateway into
the theater, Bob Emery emerges to collect a fee
of S4 per adult As his hand extends, he welcomes you to the theater and smiles with an
honest face.
"I'm retired, so this gives me something to
do," he says.
.
Alene Smith, owner and operator of the
Egyptlan Drive-In first fell in Jove with the
large screen format when visiting her daughter
in California. Looking for an alternative venue
outlet her entire family could enjoy, the Smiths
took :n their first drive-in movie. The experience left a lasting impression on Smith that
would inspire her to bring this big-screen jewel
to Southern Illinois.
"We thought this was pretty good family
entertainment," she said.
The first in a succession of drive-in !healers
opened on June 6, 1933, u11!.lcrthe advisement
of Richard M. Hollingshead, whose primary
goal was creating a sanctuary for heartfelt fun.
Smith drew her encouragement and vision from
Hollingshead, whose invention would lead t~
an American icon.
In the early 1930s, looking to break away
from his father's auto parts company and_ create

~~

his place in history, Hollingshead took a lesson
audience in lawn chairs and on b]ank,.ts away
of her ideas were unusual for the typical movie
from current pop culture and realized
from their automobiles.
house format, but Smith said the Egyptian
America's passion for film.
"Most of them sit outside their cars," Smith
Drive-In has thrived on being innovative.
Hollingshead realized that while the film
said. "One fella, I looked over one nigl:t and
"We used to play a game called Wahoo industry was becoming an Ameri;;an staple, it
it's like Bingo," Smith said. "We used to. have a
saw him \vith a davenport and two end tables."
was still not a family event
Although the drive-in was
fella dressed up in an Indian outfit to pass out
Children went to matinees
born in the United States, it
the cash prizes."
during the day, while adults
captivates people from places
In addition to the giant double features
dressed up and went to the
around the worlci In its 51
. played every Fri.day, Saturday and Sunday,
This weekend the
movies during the evening.
years
of
providing
Southern
Smith
said she tries to enhance her theater to
Egyptian Drive-In will
Hollingshead si:t out to create
Illinois with big-screen
welcome all her patrons, ..:hildren included.
feature "Wild, Wild
an environment more suited
amusement, the Egyptian
"We used to have some circus acts for the
West,n and "Austin
for the average American, a
Drive-In has seen travelers
kids," Smith said. "And we were the only ones
Powers: The Spy Who
place where mom and dad
from all parts of tl1e globe.
to have fireworks on the 4th of July."
Shagged Me." Tickets
didn't have to dress up, park"This is one of the big
Sustaining a cozy environment and mainare $4 per person.
ing was never a problem; and
tourist attractions for Southern taining the level of excellence that Egyptian
To get to Energy,
the kids are always welcome,
Illinois," Smith said. "We've
patrons have come to expect has been an ontake Illinois Route 13
The first open-air movie
had people from Australia,
going process.
east to Illinois Route
house was named aptly
France, Germany and :ill over
As to be expected of any business of
enough "Drive-In Theater."
148. Go north on
the U.S."
longevity, improvements had to be made to the
Some 60 years later,
As if the strong dose of
Egyptian Drive-In to accommodate the changRoute 148, and watch
Hollingshead's vision and
nostalgia isn't enough to
ing technology of the film industry. A wider
for the drive-in
spirit is carried on by Smith
entice throngs of visitors,
screen was a necessity with the invention of
entrance on the right
and her enthusiasm in her
Smith has created unique pro- cinema scope, and single speakers for each car
business-.,.., the Egyptian
motions and giveaways to
were replaced by an FM radio transmitter. •
Drive-In.
keep the drive-in experience
The radio transmitter gives Smith the oppor"The outdoor atmosphere, outdoor fun, and
fresh over the past half century.
tunity to address tl,e moviegoers on such topics
being in tlie comfort of y~ur own car is what
''We've always been big on giveaways,"
as future films, promotions, and ~,iecials from
keeps people coming," Smith said.
Smith said. "We've given away TV's and we
the theater's con=ion stand, the Candlelight
Smith has always stri;-:d !i.> maintain a com- gave away a 1956 Cadillac in '56."
RestauranL Smith explains why she takes the
fortable atmosphere in her drive-in. It's not
Smith also u~ other inventive measures to hands-on approach to every aspect of the busiuncommon to see the bulk of the Egyptian's
keep the drive-in encounter interesting. Many
ness.

July 24th & 25th

~~

eye-sore.
Il. No monorail construction has ever been dis- Dillard said the structures actually are air
cussed as an alternative use for the structures, a
intakes for_ihe heating and cool- , - - , - - - - - - - - - , false and fictitious rumor spread
ing system in Life Scien~ II
to heighten the imagination of
that otherwise would be set in
Pluck Gus
many who don't want to walk.
the concrete walk-way outside
Gus Bode's
But, the site has hosted many
the building.
column appears every taped-up announcements for
The University saw a potenFriday. He
Caibondale's weekend fare, as
tial problem with the build-up of . welcomes you to P.ick well as crowds o: :.kateboarders
debris from ex=ive student · his brain with your
using the monuments' curved
traffic and found the solution to
mind-boggling
designs as a practire ramp.
thr outdoor viewing problem by
questions..
The structures' incarnation has
elevating the grates to the top of
nothing to do with monorails and
the concrete stroctures.
editor@siu.edu
are more for function than art. but
Th~ ventilation sculptures
give the University credit for fixare exclusive only to the sideing a problem and creating, if
walk between Lindegreo Hall and Life Science nothing else, an interesting conversation piece.

~~!~

Gatesopenal9:00a.rn.eachdayRACINGSTARTSal1:00p.m.

D~ ~Quoin, Illinois
d National Dirt Track.
Raclllg 1n1
:,'!~!~i ,..,1.e-R
~ Gran
Return

.

GETYOUR llCKETS
Advt.nee
$18.00 per day
Haf!dling Fees Apply
Mer July 17
$20.00 per day
I

T(') order tickets or reserve
camping space can:

217.753.BB66
Wt'/'11.nossen.com
Special Feature: oaUXURY

SATURDAY. JULY 24th

• GRANDNAnliNAL
CIIAMPIONJHIP RACES
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SUNDAY, JULY 25th
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SUMMER EVENTS CALENDER
~23 friday
• The Jokers lo ploy from 9:30 p.m. lo 1:30 o.m. cl
PK's. No cover.

• "Meet Me in St. Louis" at 8 p.m. in Md.eod lheater.
Coll the Md.eod box office cl 453·3001 for 6d,et information.

~er:"~;};{s~~~ p.m. in loogbronch Coffee
• Soulhcm Illinois Fair and Expo, Mounl Vernon.
Mo!on;yde Motocross races, demolition derby, Rollin' J
Rodeo and bull riding, ITPA 1roc1or pull, family dcy and
comivol. At the loirgrounds or. Wells Bypass just off Exit
95. For furlhef infonnotion, coll 618·242-0870. ·
• "Tootsien at 7:30 p.m. in tbe Orpheum 1heoter, Beale
Streel, Memphis. Show slorts lickeis ore $6 fur adults
and $5 for senior citizens 55 and over and children 12
and under.

• Show 'n' Shine car show. Town Square
Pavilion, Carbona.:ile.

• SIUC Museum presents the metal works of Andrew
MocOonold until Aug. 7. Free admission.

• Tom Petty & lhe Heorlbreolwrs with special
guest 1.ucinoo Williams at 8 p.m. in the Riverport
Amphitheater, St. Louis. Reserved seats ore $45
and lawn seal> S25. licl:ets ovoilable through
lidcetmaster.

• SIUC Museum presents the fibers work of Joanna
Johnson until Aug. 7. Atlmission is free.

• Motown Funk Revue OJ Show beginning ot 10
p.m. ol Tres Hombres. No cover.

~28 ·

• Zoa: Homs (acoustic} to ploy at 9 p.m. in
l.ongbronch Coffee House. Free admission.

• Brown Bag Series- Big Lorry and the Down
Home Blues Bond (blues} ot noon in tbe 1own

• Williepoloor.,;, feo!uring Sawyer Brown wid1
special guests Bilry Roy Cyrus and Lee 11at
Pamall of Riverport Arnphi:heoter, St. Louis.
·Reserved seats ore $25 lo S12.50 and lawn
seats ore $12.50. lickels ovoilable through

• "Meet Me in St. Louis" cl Mcleod Theater.
Shaw begins ot 2 p.m. Coll the McLeod
box office ot 453-3001 for ticket

~

information.

• Suruet Concert
-Eddie Mac
[alternative rode)
ot7p.m.on
Shryock Steps.
NoCOYer.

• "Chill Outin the Pork,W from 1 lo 1:45 p.m. in
Attucks Pork. Froo admission. Child1c11 between the
ages of 4 lo 13 con cool off in o blast of waler from the
Carbondale Police and Fire deportments' fire hoses.
• Show 'n' Shine car show. Town Square Pavilion,
Carbondale.

• Poor King lo
ploy from 9:30
p.m.tol:30
o.m: alPK's.
Nocover.

• Loose Grovel lo ploy from 8 lo 10:30 p.m. ot
Melange. Nocover.

~

24 satur_day

-~ Kings X of !he
House of Blues,
Chicago. For more

• EorlhSisters
{folk) to play from
noon lo 1 p.m. in the
SIUCMuseum
Sculp!ure Gorden. Free
admission.

• The Jokers lo ploy from 9:30 p.m. lo 1:30 o.m. ot
PK's. No cover.

• "Meet Me in St. Louis" cl 8 p.m. in Md.eod lheoter.
Coll the Mcleod box office at 453·3001 for ticket informo!ion.
.
• 'Soro City Rollers lo ploy o_J-10 p.m. ot Side!i-ocks,

Caver chmi;e.
'•
• NonStop Reggae to ploy o(l O p.;,,. ot tbe Hangar 9.
Cover charge is S3.
:_.
• Sc1Jlhem !Uinois Fair and &;po; Mount Vernon.
Molorcycle M:,Jacn,ss races, demolition derby, Rollin' J
Rodeo and bull riding, ITPA troc!or pull, family day: and
comivol. At the fairgrounds on Wells Bypass just off Exit
95. For furtber infonnofiOCJ, cx:iJ.LiS.l~:242-0870.

• Movies on Main featuring "It Happened One
N";ght." Shaw begins cl 7:30 p.m. in the 1own
Square Pavilion, Carbondale. No cover.

wednesday

~ 25 sunday

• "Vici:, Yuck, Vicks" is f.an 1 lo 1:45 p.m. olTu~ey Parle. Free admission. Children from 5 lo
·l Ocon experiment and ponqke in events parents typically banish.

• Playwright's Workshop - '1hc Ladies From
Foll River: A Speculation" in the Chris6on H.
Moe l.oborotory Theater, SIUC.

_,

@)

•

• SIUC f'meum presents tbe Fibers lnvi'otionol at
!he norlh end, Foner Hall urifil Aug. 7. Fibers '99 is
on invito6onol exhibition o nized by tbe Fibers
Deportment in lhe School~ and Design. This
exhibif.on will be on eclectic :nix of artwork from ·
fiber oms!> of oil ages. Free admission.

~
~

__3Q friday

31 Saturday

• Summer Svnset Seri:.s ot Rend Lake-,. The
Sitze family ibluegross/gospel}, Concert located
Lake '\fisilors Center, east end of !he
main dam. No a,,,er,

cl Rend

• ~ppin' Henry Blue to ploy from 9:30 p.m.
to 1:30 o.m. at PK's. No cover.

• Motown Funk Re~ DJ show beginning ot
10 p.m. c1 Tr-es Hombres. No cover.
• N"ine-Doy Trail Ride [lhrough August BJ. Two
mile5 south of One Horse Gap Lake. live enterloi11!J1ent, food, tock shops, horse shows spon·
sored by tbe Associated Saddle dubs of
\Southern Illinois. Admission i.; S3 per day;
'comping roles ore ovoilable.
• Goo Goo Dolls with Sugar Ray and Fastball
al Rive,port Amphitheater, St. Louis. Reserved
seals ore S27.50 lo S23.50 and lawn seals ore

$17.50. lickeb ovoilable through lidcetniaster.
• Ch"f with special guests Cyndi 1.auper ond
Wild Orchid ot 8 p.m. in lhe Kiel Cent..; St.
Louis. Reserved seals ore $75.25 lo $25.25.

!

• slappin' Henry Blue lo ploy from 9:30 p.m. to .
1:30 o.m. ot PK's. No cover.
•
• "Chill Out in !he Parlet from 1 1o 1:45 p.m. a1
tbe LIFE Communily Center. Free admission,
Children between lhe ages of 4 to 13 con cool off
in o blast of wolu from tbe Carbondale Police
and Fire Deporlment's fire hoses.'

Tickets ore ovoilol-le lhrough Dialrrx {800) 771·
3666. Sha.:: starts ot 8 p.m•..

• Nine-Oay Trail Ride (through August BJ. Two

miles south of One Hor-..e Gap Lake. live entertainment, food, tock shops; horse sliows span·
sored by the Associated Saddle dubs of
Southern Illinois. Admission is S3 per day;
comping rotes ore available.

Horoscopes
Aries (Mi•rcl1 21-April 19). You'll be luck•
Cancer (June 22'-July 22}. Finish fixing up
ier after the su,1 goes into Leo Friday. Plan an
your-place Monday. The moon in Scorpio
advenlllre for this weekend. Heed advice from
Tuesday and Wednesday makes thqse good
days for romantic decisions. From Thursday
an analytical person Monday. Tuesday and
through Saturday, the moon will be in
Wednesday could be hectic. You'll be wise to
Sagittarius, bringing in more work. People will
follow a routine. Thursday, something al home
be in a generous mood; so more money could
needs attention. Travel Friday and Salllrday
looks excellent You might also discover a way · come then, too. Sunday, the mooa in Capricorn
to get a raise in pay then. Why not become one is directly across from your sun sign in Cancer.
Confer with your mate or panner then.
of the ri~h and famou~"

Taurus (April·20-May 20). The sun is
going from Cancer into Leo Friday. You've
been learning; soon you'll put new skills to use.
Monday, the moon is in Libra, and you may be
busy with paperwolk. Tuesday, the moon's in
Scorpio, where it stays through most of
Wednesday. You'll have good ideas then, even
better if you're working with a partner.
Thursday and Friday, the moon's in Sagiuarius,
and you should focus on financial matter.;.
Looks good for buying and selling Saturday,
and Sunday is good for travel and romance.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Focus on
finances the fir.I part of this week so you can
travel this weekend; You're good with words.
Monday, so put a proposal down in writing.
Tuesday and Wednesday, watch what you're
saying, especially in a work setting. Thursday
and Friday, relax with a friendly competition.
Buy something nice for your home Sunday,
with the help of another person.

finish old business. Saturr.,iy's good for a party
at your house. Sunday's the ix.st for private
time with your special person. ·

make the choice then. Sunday will be good for
practical things, like balancing the checkbook,

Capricom (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Monday, a
Libra (SepL 23-0ct. 23); Monday, follow
partner.hip will be imponant because yo;i·ve
the leader withoqt arguing. Tue5l1ay and
got some tough mmpetition. Tuesday and
Wednesday, make decisions you'\·e been .
Wedqesday, a group effort's going on. Your.
putting off. Thursday and Friday, give up an· . leadership qualities will come in haridy.
old bad habit Saturday, get together with your
Thursday through Saturday, be careful about
neighbors fora fabulous time. Sunday, you'll
. what_ you say. Sunday's your best day this week
for romance, so schedule something fun for
be in the mood for household projects, and
then.
they'll be easy and fun.·

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22), There may be a test
on Monday. Show what you've learned.
Tuesday and Wednesday, expect trouble from
Scorpio (OcL 24-Nov. 21). Hnish up paper·
an authority figure. Don't back down, and yc,u
work on Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday,
may get a convert to your side. Thursday's
you can direct other people and have them fall
good for you, ,vith the moon in Sagiuarius. By
into line. Do that to accomplish your goals.
Friday, the sun will 1w. in your sign, giving you
From Thursday through Saturday, don't say
the advantage. Saturday looks good for i.r.ivel
'lllything that you don't want spread all over.
and just about anything else you can think of.
town. Sunday, practice or study something with
Sunday, the moon goes into Capricorn, so that's
31\ older person, probably a woman. You'll
your best day to do chores and plan for next
learn some really interesting thi~gs.
week.
Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22). Schedule meetSagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Monday,
ings and group activities for the first part of the
you want to spend quite a bit of money on a
·.veek. It'll be more difficult to get everybody
good cause. Figure out how much you can
together from Friday oniMonday, you'll want
afford before rou write the check. Tuesday 'and'
to spend more than you should. Tuesday :md
Wednesday, someone's pressing you to make a
Wednesday :,re good days to learn.Your intudecision. Thursday, you·restill going to feel a
ition should be excdle.;t then, too. Thtmday
little hampered; but by Friday, you should be
and Friday, there may be :i disruption al home.
If you have kids; beware. Friday, the sun goes · able to see clearly. Ifh:, Saturday you still feel
into Leo, ar,d for the next several weeks, you'll like you're on the right path, go ahead and

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)."Monday,
somebody's trying to tell you what to do. Find
an ally to help you l!{glle yo1,1r poinL Someone
in authority is really cracking _the whip Tu~day
and Wednesday. If you can remember that your
lesson right no\V involves serving others, you'll
do brilliantly. ·Relax again on Thtirsday through
Saturday. Those are going to be pretty good
party days for you. On Sunday, take care of
household chores.
Pisces (Feb.19-March 20), You may be
under stress on Monday, as a loved one, perhaps a child, asks for something you can't reaJs
ly afford: Try and get the best price. Tu~y
and Wednesday, your intuition is excellent
Follow a hunch.Toe the line from Thursday
through Saturday and do what an older person
asks. Sunday will be great for gathering ,vith .
family and friends.
-

and has received many·good reviews.
· Webtalker offer.; a variety of chat rooms on
continued from page5
such up-to-date topics as the X-Files, South,
i-'ark, The Simpsons and Howard Stern. There
Webtalker
are also a wide variety of personal c_hat rooms
w1m:webtalker.com
that you can browse through. In order to chat
This is one of the to~ chat sites on the web on this she, you must i;egister yo:ir name and

CHAT

ipformationThen Webt.alker will e-mail a pass•
word back to you and you are ready to chat
The Ultimate Chatlist\m~v.chatlist.com
•.
Though this site originated as a categorized
list of chat room links, the Ultimate Qiatlist is
hands-down the best chatroom search engine ·

·-·

-·

..

-

on the web. No matter what your interests be;
you can find a related chat room from this site.
Chatlist is continually updating its database, so
you can stay on top of what is new.
You can also search for the latest chat room
acronyms and those annCJying little computer
faces, emoticons; pn this site.
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Cooling woes turn Mae Smith into cinder. .block blast furnace
8
~~:A

~ETH TRAYNOR

Sweating in a hot, sultry residence hall room
around 11 p.m. last night, residents of Mac Smith
Tower complained about th!! lack of air cm.dition•
ing throughout the buili!,ng during the past two
weeks.
"We spend $400 a month to live here, which is
more than enough to live with air-conditioning,"
Sara Fr~m:i.1, a freshman in secondary social
studies education from Danville, complained.
"Freshmen have no choice to live in the conditions."
·
Freeman and other residents have suffered trying to study, only to feel sleepy and crabby.
Many complaints were made by residents over
the past few weeks.
In fact, many residents, such as Frei:man, fed
they have been given the "run around" via "excusese"
One architecture student has had problems
drawing on the thin, fragile and expensive paper
used for school assignments because the paper
dxs not hold up well in heat and humidity,
whether it comes from the air or a human hand.
"It's pretty bad. it's taken two weeks,"
CAr!vN McDAN1n/Daily Egyptian
Freeman said. ·
"Can they provide us with fansT' another resiSWELTERING: Jonathon Skipper, a sophomore in music business from Chicago, keeps a
dent asked.
fan nearby to fry lo beat the heat in Mae Smith Tower Thursday ahernoon.
Some students went to Wal-Mart and other discount stores to purchase fans and stock up on
Jones said.
high due to the temperatures and extreme humidiwater to try and beat the heat.
Meanwhile, thi.; much continuous heat strains
ty, Stine said
Glenn Stine, deputy housing director for facilithe system, Jones said. He said he hopes problems
He also said the chiller was shut down and
ties, said th: problem started July 14 and 15 when repaired Friday, but more problems occurred
with the air will be corrected by fall.
a leak occurred in one of the 600-ton chillers for
Sunday,
Mae Smith employees have a strong sense of
East Campus.
urgency to make students comfortable because the
By Mor.day the air was back on, Stine said,
Chillers are units that make chilled water,
heat affects everyone in the building. Jones said.
but the air in the towers is not operating to the
which is pumped_ throughout the buildings by way satisfaction of maintenance personnel or residents He said staff should be using appropriate customer
of coils, Stine explained. where the cool water
in Mae Smith.
·
service training to do what they can to make conabsorbs heat and must be eliminated.
"The !iigher you go, the warmer it is," said
ditions livable.
The chiller, a $2 million project, \\ill not be
Stine.
To correct the problem, refrigerator mechanics
replaced until the summer 2001.
Students are advised to keep the room winhave been working on the problem.
The cooling tower will lower the temperature
dows closed because opening them would only.
"We have had people working on the system
to the wet bulb, Stine said
allow more hot" air and humidity to flow in and
around the clock. The system is old." Jones said
• A wet bulb temperature is determined by takincrease the problem.
"We are trying to replace it as soon as possible."
ing a thermometer and putting a wet wick on it,
Ed Jones, director of housing; said the refrigJones would like students to understand the
swinging the whole thing around by a rope,
eration mechanic should make adjustments so
University is concerned about student rroblem:.;
explained Stine. The higher the reading on the
there is an appreciable difference in ten,perature
especially the air problem.
·
bulb, the hotter it is temperature wise.
"We have been very concerned about this." he
before today.
When wet bulb exceeds what it was designed
· So far, a drop of two degrees has been made in · said "At this point and time, we have made the
for, it stops working. Unfortunately, the wet bulb is . Mae Smith within a relatively short period of time, appropriate adjusanents to keep them done."

wmsmith
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Trans£ormer culprit for campus cooling failures
TEMPID: Thursday
system failure leaves 11
buildings sans cooling.
STORY BY EDITORS

RHONDA SclAlutA & DAVE FERRARA

The halls of buildings that lost air
conditioning across the west side of
,;ampus resembled ghost towns
Thursday as the extreme heat and
humidity made its way indoors.
According to Scott Pike, superin•
tendent of Building Maintenance, a
transformer failed around 11 :30 p.m.
Wednesday, causing the loss of air
conditioning in 11 buildings. At
about 3: 15 p.m. Thursday, the air
conditioning was working again. But
officials said the air would not begin
cooling until at least late Thursday.
B11ilding.~ affected included the
Communications Building, Lawson
Hall, Life Science II, Rhen Hall,
Lesar Law Building. Altgeld Hall,
Shryock Auditorium, Lindegren Hall,
the Allyn Building, the Agriculture
Building and the B and C wings of
FanerHall.
'".There's a lot of work to be
done," Pike said "We are down to a
back-up transformer now. If we lose
that one we don't have an alternative."
Around 2:30 p.m. Thursday, those

still braving the heat around campus,
felt a rumb:e in the walls of th1:
affected buildings.
"We· were able to restore power to
the (back-up) transformer," Pike said
He added that it will be a while
before the buildings will return to
cooler conditions.
"We will just have to slay with it
until this gets back to normal," he
said.
Harry Wirth, director of the
Physical Plant, said the problem originated with a chiller in the
Co!'l'munications Building.
"We have a transformer that provides electricity to the chiller that
malfunctioned." Wirth said ''We are
trying to reroute the electricity so we
can get the chiller worrjng."
Pike said the cost of a new transformer would range between $40
thousand and $50 thousand in addition to the cost of labor.
· "We have had people working on
it ever since it failed though the breaks and lunch hours," Pike said
"We have never lost that one before.
This takes care of the chiller that
Dffects most of the buildings.''
_ Brad Dillard. assisl:>.nt director of
th: Physical Plant, said they were
alerted to the problem by alarm indications from a computer system and
have been working "fast and furious"
to remedy the prob!em. He added
~ ..t the use of a back-up transformer

"Next to the humans and the play
is questionable.
potentially being canceled. that is
"11,e back-up transformer has
never been used. We' re just fortunate probably our next obstacle," Dillard
said.
we had some semblance of a b:ick. Michael Cioni, a junior in radio.
up," Dillrud said. "It could last for
and television from Elmhurst, arrived
another 30 years, or it could fail as
to work for the WSIU television Sta•
soon as we put power to it." he said.
tion at 8 am. in the Communications
Dillard said that after discussions
Building and was not discouraged.
with interim Chancellor Jo!in
..rv has to be on no matter what
Jackson, t.'ie decision to cancel cla.~the temperature is," he said
es was left to the discretion of each
He said it would be hard to make
college dean.
up the work he missed from
Micheal Masoner, associate proThursday's classes because classes in
fessor in accounting, said he could
the shortened summer semester are
feel the effects of the heat early in
crucial.
the afternoon in Rhen Hall.
"In summer school, it's different
"My office is now so hot, I was
,
having
!o
miss
class
because
the
just about to leave," Masoner said at
class represents a couple of days in
2 p.m. Thursday.
He said although he taught a class the regular school year," Cioni said
"You really fall behind. and your
in Rhen that was not cr.ncelled. he
teachers have to decide if they will
taught it in a computer lab where
additional air conditioners were func- drop anything or postpone things."
Cioni said he will have work to
tioning.
catch up in one of his editing classes.
'They were a wise investment,
"It's
a four-week class," he said.
and certainly they had an added ben''I'o miss a day is like missing a
efit in this situation," he said "I
whole
week
off of school."
would not want to have taught a
Dillard said that despite the failclass in any other room downstairs."
ure of the air conditioning system,
Dillard said complications occurring as a result of the heat include the the Physical Plant has not received
many complaints from people around
possible cancelation of the perforcampus.
mance of"Meet Me in St. Louis"
"People are going home," lie said
and the removal of live animals from
They usually don't complain when
Life Science II to an air-conditioned
they get to go home."
environment.

Heat· cancels -sold.-out performance last· evening
STORY IIY MANAGING EDliOR .

DEVIN MtLLER

Thursday's sold-out performance
cf "Meet Me In St. Louis" was canceled after a transformer for the
Communications Building's cooling
system failed. leaving McLeod

\

Theater hot and inhos;iitable for patrons.
Theater Department Chairwoman
Sarah Blackstone made the decision
to cl.:>se the i~eater for one night
after spending the morning making
phone calls inquiring about the status
of the cooling system and receiving

word the system wm:IC:n't be fixed
until the afternoon.
The decision to cancel the show
was nc,t an easy one for Blackstone.
''It's a littl.: difficult on this show
because it is selling so well,"
Blackstone said. "My main concern
is the healt.'1 and safety with our per-

formers and audience."
Ticket holders for Thursday's
perform:mce will have the option of
receiving a refund or attending
another scheduled performance.
"Meet Me In St. Louis" will
resume Friday evening at 8 p.m. in
McLeod Theater.
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Summer blockbuster fizzles into a bomb
REVIEW BY

NATHANIEL PARK

Paving the way for underdeveloped and unbelievable scripts everywhere, "Arlington Road" is home to
one of the summer•~ worst movies.
Ha4 writer Ehren Kruger brought
back the idea of an enormous asteroid hurtling toward F.:uth with Bruce
Willis iis the planet's only hope. the
unrealittic plot wouldn't be so insulting to the intelligence of the audience. ,
Kugcr provides a good premise
for a pr,ctical action/thriller movie,
but fail$. to deliver an ending worth
believing. Marred by a series of
impoSSlbic .:<>incidences, "Arlington
Road'~ plot spins dangerously out
ofconlfol.
ThiYi,lm opens with Michael
Farada! (Jeff Bridges) stumbling
upon ~iloody neighbor boy who is
staggctjtJg down Arlington Road
after alcar-fatal firewoiks explosion. ~injured boy just happens to
be the n of Oliver and Cheryl Lang
(Jim
bins and Joan Cusack\,
right-wfug extremist bombers who,
by coi~idence, are Faraday's neighbor's.
I suppose thi~ is feasible, but
what alt !he odds of Faraday being a
histor,>~rofessor at George
Washhijton University, also happening to .~ch a terrorism class in the

t

t

WntH

continpcd from page 4
~

.

~

to a m~I iss11e," Myrick says. "Was
it a ho:i.,? Are we fooling people? It
kind uftnarginalized what we're try·
ingtodo."
.
In October of 1994, three student
lilmmakcts dis:1ppeared in the woods
ne;;r Burkittsville, Maryland while
shootirlg a documentary.
A
later their footage was
found.t
With these stark on-screen titles,
"The B_lair Witch Project" begins. No
credits, no cast list, no Directed by.
So what are Myrick and Sm1chez,
friends a.-,J collaborators since film
school tµ Central Florida University
in the early '90s, doing over coffee
and Coca-Cola at the Jefferson
Hotel? Well, letting the cat out of the

Yff

11 A•tom
14 Actress Ha:c:her
15 SlcwdiSh

tension and creates a disorienting
name of his dead wife. an FBI agent
feel to the film. Slow motion and
killed by an apparent extremist
tight close-ups create a sense of
group.
panic for Faraday while he desperOK, it's all still possible and at
ately tries to find the terrorists'
this point the plot still seemed semibomb.
realistic to me too. It's not until
The slick look to the film is its
Faraday begins to unravel the double
most redeeming quality of the prolife of his seemingly normal neighbors that the story begins to get a bit ject, a characteristic that translates
well for over-hyped movie trailers,
ridiculous.
After beil)B told the assumptions
but falls flat without a solid plot to
of his neighlx-rs are unfounded by
pu!I the audience through the visual
everyone from new girlfriend
trip.
Brandy Lang (Mason Gamble) to his
While Bridges' performance
late wife's fonr.er employer, the FBI, seems heartfelt, his adversary,
Faraday heeds no warning and preRobbins, is just not a believable
dict.lbly pushes the issue until he is
character as an evil person. I never
discovered by Oliver Lang.
get the psycho vibe that accompaRipped from headlines surround- nies the personality of a real terroring the Oklahoma City bombings.
ist
the L'lllgs proceed io frame Faraday
Combined with a poor script, the
fer their latest project, the bombing
unbelievable villain bogs down an
of yet another federal building.
already problematic story. With the
On the outside chance your hC?.rt barrage of summer movies invading
is set on seeing this film, I won't
local theaters on a weekly basis,
describe the absolutely miserable
your money is better spent avoiding
ending. A series of script rewrites
the dead-end ending on "Arlington
might have fleshed out the plot,
Road."
leaving less to coincidence, and
making the ending much more
3 stars ·oui oflO
belie1·Jble, or at the least easier to
"Arlingron Road"
swallow.·
Despite the reckless plot, credit
Director...••••.••....•.Mark Pellingron
should be given to director Mark
Writer.••••••....••.••...••. Ehren Kruger
Pellington for his blurred-focus cam• Michael Faraday ...•..•.•.••Jeff Bridges
era shots and the sweeping angle. -·Oliver l.ang................Tnn Robbins
changes. Pellington's style produces Cheryl Lang.•....••••••••• Joan Cusack
bag, for one thing.
"The line we're kind of walking
is: How much do we tell people
about how we did the film?" says
Sanchez, a tall, dark and laid-back
30-ycar-old who grew up in
Montgomery County, !',fd "Because
how we did the film is kind of interesting. But does knowing it ruin the
effect of the film? I don't know."
His partner. a 35-year-oid from
Sarasota, Aa., is less equivocal. "If I
had to say, 'I want this person to see
the film one way,' I would want them
to get the full frontal .issault of 'Blair
Witch'," says Myrick. who is ;;horter,
fair-haired and more intense than hi:;
collaborator, "and only then let them
read the credits ::.: the end and let
them off the hook."
He continues. "But the only way
we could legitimately do that is to lie
to everybody and say, 'It's all real,'
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to scare them," explai11S Myrick.
stickmen hanging from trees.
"We told them, 'Don't sign this if
From more than 20 hours of
you have any heart problems.
•improvised dialogue (most of which,
because we're going to subject you
says Myrick, "is boring as hell"), the
to psychological techniqu~s that are
story was condensed and shaped into
used in a lot of military scenarios_
a taut tale of personal disintegr.rion
you know, immersi\'e scenarios.' It
and the paranormal, based on Myrick
was a survival school approach."
and Sanchez's meticulously pre•plotAfter a few days of filmmaking
ted outline.
boot camp, where the cast was given.
Even though their actors were
rudimentary instruction on the equip- deliberately being frightened and
ment, the directors sent Donahue,
were often cold, hungry, wet and irriWilliams and Leonard on a six-day
table, Sanchez believes the cast did
camping trip ir.t'l Maryland's Seneca not have it as l>ad as the filmmclccrs.
Creek State Park. Guiding them to
"They probably slept more than we
predeiermined checkpoints by means did," he laughs. "For us it was just
of GPS and written instructions left
constantly charging batteries and
with the cast's daily deliveries of
stuff and trying to stay one step
fresh b:r.teries.·tape and film, Myrick • ahead of them."
and Sanchez regularly ambushed the
The immediacy and honesty of
talent with nocturnal disturbances.
their reactions were exactly what
strange roclc piles constructed in the
Myrick and Sanchez were looking
middle of the night and talismanic
for.
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and we're not prepared to do that
because of the backlash."
·
(Note to purists: Stop reading
here because Myrick and Sanchez
are about to give away trade secrets.)
According to the filmmakers, the ·
trick of scaring the beje<;us out of
you in "Witch" is not done with the
film equivalent of smoke and mir•
rors, as in most special-effect pi~- ·•
lures, bt., liy good old-fashioned
campfire stcrytelling and bogymen.
Except in this case, the campfire
crew (represented by Donahue,
Williams and Leonard) was equipped
with a Hi-8 cam.::irder, a film camera
and a digital audio tape machine, and
the bogymen (Myrick and Sanchez)
were armed \"\th camouflage gear,
two-way radios an,J global positioning system (GPS) handsets.
"In the contracts the actors
signed, we told them we were going

~:'.
~:~~Jj ~~a
Sieve, d/w,w/d,does nol hcvo!o be
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21 Disccmnuo
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us says: Did you know you can have your clasi;ified ad running in
the Daily Egyptian's on-line classified section during the break between
Summer & Fall s;imesters? Call 536-3311 for details!
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MAKAllDA.FINE FURNllURE AND
Garage Sele tlems. 589 Cedar Creek
Rood, Mckando, 549·3187.

Appliances
WINOCN/ A/CS, small $75, medi•
um $1.40, lcrll" $195, 90 daygucr·
antee, Able ~ionce, 457-n67.

$120. Desk S20, (61 Bl 529·3382.
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CLASSIFIED
1, 2 & 3 bedroom ol Country Oub
Cirdr.1181 Eo11Wolnul, 9or 12

Sporting Go_ods

2 ROOM, W/BATH and kitchen,

- - - - - - - - - I ~,thleaJes, MnaD peh.welc:or.ie,
FORSAlfl KAYAKS&CANOES·
Oagg,r, Pe<c.p6on, Feoll,u«ah, Bell
Wenonah, Current Dnigns, P.F.D.'1
Paddles, & much more.
Shawnee Tro;f, Outf;ner, 529-2313.
FAX ITT

lax

:.~
~~~t~~l1i.t:~~: i~1um Cell 529·4611, Sorry but No
leaies endinA Dec 99 cvciloble.

: dean, quiet, furn, rural Cdolo,: ni
from ca:npus, ulil & a/c ind, Se<ious
student or prcfe11or, non smoking fe.
male, $325/ma, 618·527· 1147 or
618·529·5369.

1nd

Houses
2 BDRM ANO 3 bdrm houses,
1 & 2bdr,n opts,
549•3850.,,, ..

3 BDRM, UNITY POl/'iT, one bed·
68°fj~'J:hysboro, no pets, coP
C'DAlE, APPUANCES, 3 BDRM wa!i.
lo SIU, loose, Deposit, and rel
required. $650/mo, 549•9752,

•cic?.':l~~~!~ted

FAX ADS we subject lo normal
deadline,. The Daily Egn,6on

;;~~d'?n:"~~~rly

re"'d;,~;'/;

618-4.53·324$

REMODELED, 5 large bedrooms, 2
boms, w/d, 303 Eoll Heiler, no pets,
Please call 549·48C8.

314 E. HESTER, 4 po<":,le, spacious, 2
boll,,, w/d, GolS Property Managers,
529·2620,

2 BDRM HOUSE, avail Aug, 313 S
Honsernon, w/d, a/c unit, slorag•
ihed, $500/ma, Call 549•2090.

2 BDRM, APPUANCES, traih pickup
ind, no pets, $325/ma + dep & loose,
4 mi Scull, 51, 457-50J2.

SPACIOltS 4 ~drms near the rec,

M' SORO 2 BDRM hardwood Roon.
basement and carport, $525/ma, Coll
68A·SJ99 OAOnl owned.

DAltY EGYPTIAN

NEWW9916xBhR~tbedtrailer:
W00d Roar w/ ramp, dual OJl!e, electric brakes, $1000 68A·6838.

DESOTO, 10 MIN from C'dolo, new,
quiet, 2 bdrrn, 11 boll,, w/d hookup,
no pols, professionals welcome, 867•
2308, lease $425/mo.

IAWN N.OWER JOHN DEERE sell
propelled, walk behind 2 yn aid,
.

$400 obo, 687-2708.

~t~a~~=l~~.;:./.:'e&
will, w/d & c/o, eon 549-0081,

Yard Sales

MOVING SAlE, Fri & Sot, 7/23·24,
9 om, S Plo...er In (l'ollow signs from
bnerald and Sunset) compuling, lurnl·
lure, hou1ehold, gal's 16, guy's shoes
size 12.

ia;@•w.a
Rooms

2 BDRM, PROfESSIONAL cooplo I""'
lerred, very nioe, dose lo SlU, q•,iel
residen6ol Oleo, $475/ma, 4.57·8009
M'BORO, 1 BDRM,FURN&unlum,
$240-$280,68A•ln4, l0minlo
campus. ·
QUU:I NEIGHBORHOOO, 3 bdrm
opt, on Souil, ?econ, Call 529·529.4

ar549•n92.

ent, furn, quiet residential location,

12 mo 100$e, $250/mo, 4.57·8009.

BtAUIIFUL&flCA.PIS

,,,

In C'dole's Hi11oric Oi11rid, Classy,
Quiel, Studious & Safe, w,'d, a/c,
new oppl, harclv,,,,,.d Roars,
Von Awkon, 529·58al.

ROOMMATE WANTED 800A
llri~7"' 3 bdrm, c/c.. washer/dryer
175 mo, Ava~~ caU 549-1308
ask for Lorena or am.

CARTERVIUE 2 BDRM, carpeted, a/c,
bocr,ord, avail Ao9 14, $270/ma,
(812)867-8985 or (618)985-6039.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO shore a
newly rerradeled 5 bdrrn house,
the slreel from ccmpus, Call
529·5294 or 549-n92.

1 bdrrn $320, 2 bdrm S.410, grad
students ,,; pde11ionals preferred,
NO PETS, NO P.l\RTIERS. Phone for
opp!, 985·8060, Mwlin Renlols. ·

. 0C"DSS

' NICE HOME needs non smokin~ fe: mole,lorAug 1 or 15, c/a~/ ,
$250 + otil, cell Vone1so;- ~_49-0082._

1·3 SUBLEASORS needed, 3 bdrrn, 2
bolhroom 1ownhou10, 515 Beverage
Apt #1, $225/MO, ~309)796-02.tJ.
TO SUBlfT: AVM now, male for single icom, $185/ma, 5 min walk lo
compu,, con 549•2656,

Apartments

block from SIU, Coll 4.57•2212.

SALUKI HAU dean rooms for rent,

~\t!:i~sfrsi:~~~!t:~
l'.?·
acn,ss from SIU call 529·3815

4,
or529-3833.

or

SHAMRC"J< APTS, 1 bdrm, lum,
free coble, dose lo ccmpus, r.11111
be 21+, n.,.., leo1in9 for Aug,
$300/ma, .!57-3344.

IN COUNTRY, 2 bdrrn, w/s1u.J,. ulil
included, $A25·$495/""', depo~t. no
pets, quiel tenants, coll 985·2204.

Visit
The Dawg House,
the Daily Efil'J:~an's online
hau,i~~!• at h11p:i
www.do1
tion.eom/ an.
BRENTWOOD COMMONS studio, 1

~~~&~.'is1~9~:~· .
CARBONDALE, 1 BlOCK from ca"'· .
p,:s, al .410 West Fre011'on, 3 borm
$5~5/ma, 2 bdrrn $420/ma, no po'1,
Call 687•45n or 967·9202.

NEW 2 bd1m opts ona re<nodeled
1 bdrrn and Great deal a:, mobile
homes close lo campus.
•

529·295.4 or 549-0895
3 bdrrn house, ck.so lo campus,
pamally furn, gas heat, c/a, avail in
AuR, Grad or Senior, 457•7337.

~

~~ ~t;£M~';'Ji9--J'i9~~k-

by

508 W · i~~8tel orea, avail Aug, Coll

Oak, inba.: on front porch, 529·
,3581.

M'llORO 2, 1 BEDROOM APTS, 1

2'.t,r.::it: d.n'"j;.~t:i~· $22

5

•

I

. Townhouses

VISIT
THE DAWG HOUSE,
THE DAILY EGYi'TlAN'S ONLINE
HOUSING GUIDE, AT
hnp://www.doily"ID'P'
tian.com/dow house.com

Private Country Selling: 2 bdrm,
extra nice, quiet, furn/unfum, o/c:,
na pets, 549•4808 .

10 MIN TO :IU, great 2 & 3 bdrm

~Id t;.;:~~~Kie::!.i

yards, pools, etc, $450-$660, 687·
3912.

!~f~rpe~~r~.!rc:·;:'
.1.:
pets. Available foll terms, 549·2313.
VIRY NEAR CAMPUS- LUXU'.Y 4
bdrm lum hou1e, 11 boll,,, c/a,
w/d, 16 ft dedc, free mowing, na
p,;ts, can 684-4 I 45 or 68.4-6862.

MUST SEE TO BEUEVEI 2 bd.,,, :railer
$165/molll!
549-3850.

.3 BDRM, 1 BATH, quiet neighborhood, mned R1, 908 W Pecon,
$600/ma,cvcilAuA 15, 985-418,1.
2 BDRM, 1 boll,, :iear Turi")' Park &
Murdalo Shopping, Ouiel locution,
a/c, opp!, .,/d hookup, hrclwd Roars,

G~.r:1~!P;t,:onT~~;~!er
$500/ma, 351.,-0089.

Furnished&NC
Oose to Campus
Swill'Jlling Pool
SIU approve-' 'rom Soph to Grads
Efficiencies & 3 Bdnn. Apts.

~~•p~os

For All Your
Housing Needs
Freshman anrl Sophs
Upperdassmen
.!il:ru!Stnrlr.nts
Conplr.s

2.1.and llilli::

1207 S. Wall

4S7• 41!23

TOl.\'NHO\JSES
306 W College, 3 bdrrns; ·
lum/unlum, c/a, Aua leases, call
549•.4808,

Duplexes

SPAOCUS FURN STUDIO APTS,
'!'9mt on premises, Lincoln Village
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1 bdrm
L..:..J;;;a:ts,"'-54-"'9..;;·6.:...;99..;;.0._______. & util room, $300/ma, 1 bdr,n
w/carpor1 & llorO'JO, $275i mo, ind
, - - - - - - - - - - , water & trash, no pets, 54<••7400.
Bonnie Owen Properly Mgml
816 E. l=m~~•:~re:1men1s,
COUNTRY VIUAGE, 2 BD11M, waih·
er/ dry,,r hook·up, corpor!, peal, pre,,.
529·2054.
'----=--'-'----' le11ionolar grad student, no pols, Call•
549·2792, or evenings 4.57•6481,
FURN 2 LG bdrrn apt, glassed in
549-1343.
9

=

C'dale, nice 1 & 2 bdrrn, unlum
;r1wJ,';:,~';;.'A~fFJ~/;'i? car
a00r1menls, dose lo campus, 606 Eall $500/mo coll 867·2752
Pork,"? pets 1·6 l 8·893•4737,
•
·
3 PDRM DUPI.EX, unlum,
2 & 3 !room apartments, lumiihed,
a/c. 5 l:.!ocks lo campu1, no pets, also water/sewer/tro_,h furn, $4CX:,/mo,
a 2 !>edroom, Coll 457.5923 _
351 •l 247. even,ngs.

privilege, to country dub'l swimming

COUNTRY SETTING, 5 mi lro•n 51U,
lg 2 bdm, 2 bath, avail 8· 10,
$600/mo. util incl, Call 985·3923.

Mobile Homes

1-~PARTMENTS

0

Stud:Os, 1, 2 & 3 bdrm al Sugartree
Apt ! 195 E Walnut, furn and unfurn,
small ~•ts welcom•. hundry facilitie1,

for a viev,,i.~g appointment, No lec~s
EndinR December 99 available.

·co-rr·. 1g, driv....oy. dogt r yr. Aug.

APARTMENTS

NlCE 1, 2, OR 3 BDRM. 320 W Wal•
nut, 304 W Sycamore, .406 W Eln,,
avatl now, $31(),$450, 529· l 820

modeled, hardwood Roars, dose lo

3·A BDRM. !um, w/d, c/a, 2•1tory,

LOW COST
.lease, $no/ma. Coll 893-1 .444.
2 bdrm, $200-$375
3 bdrrn, $37a + up
Chu..lt's Rentals, ""' ok, 529,,4.4.4.4.
II money & quality_ mean anylhing,
rentlraniu,I
.
For Srmmtr '99

NEWER 2 & 3 BDRM, new carpel, 2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ boths,a/c, w/d, Roared ollic, 9ar 12
lARGE l BDRM, Oak St, lg deck, new ma lease, eon 529·5881.
carpel, 1hady yard, some ulil ind, no
pets, $265 /mo, 54 9-3 973 ·
_ :DESOTO, NICE, OUIET lf'OC;ou, 2

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
I, 2, 3, A, & 5 bdrms, lum/unlum,
No Pets 549·~S08.

pool, 2A hr moinl~rr:ince, water. S"!W"

ACROSS HE SlREET FROM CAMPUS,
Newly rem-xleled 5 bdrrn house on

NICE, NEW. 2 or 3 bdrm, 516 Poplor lum, co,peted, u/c, no pets, 529·
3581 or529·1820,
. 28DRMPlUSAS1UD'f,c/a,w/c!;
RENTAL UST OUT come

3 BDRM ECollege, beam ceiling, r:,,
S.J, no pets, $490/ma, 549-3973.

HPRENTAIS
4Bedrooms
5111, 505,503 s. Ash,
319, 321, 324, .406, W. Wolnul
3 Bedrooms
ADS S. Aih, 106 S. Forest
3101, 313, 610W. d,eny,
2Bedl'00111
305 W. Col!ege, 32J W, WJi,ut
1 Bedraom
3101, W. Cherry, 207W. r.ak
106 I S. ForesI,

509S.Ash,.1•17
514 S. Dcv«iJi:c-:
40JW.Elm,.I
40JW.Elm•4
402 l(ZE.Hestcr
4061(ZE.Hcstcr
403 l(ZE.He,tcr
4I0l(ZE.Hat'°'
208 W. Hosp:,al ,.,
210W. Ho,po,-.1,.z
61Z l(ZSl.ogan
507 l(Z W. M•ln ,.A
507 l(ZW.Main•B
507 W. Main •Z
400W.O,k,.J
4I0W.0.k,.2,5
202 N. roplar ,.z.3
334 W. Walnut,.,

~is1~i
:lir,:;.~•:::;,,.
lies, avail now, depa,il, 457·4995.

'I

..-, and i,,,,h p·ovided, cal: ~29·4511

RENTAL UST OUT come by 508 W
Oak in box on front parcli 529·3581

5 Bedrooms, 303 E. Hester

Coll 549-4808 INo Pets)
Renlol Price lists ot 511 S. Ash &
319 W. Walnut by front door

&8~?.'P~~I

2 BEDROOM APIS, lumiihed, only
$475/ma, water I!. trash included, 1

Oesota's Wo,11, the Dr: -e. Priced right
and low utilities for a spacious 2
bdrrn, No Pets, Call 4.57-3321.

Sublease

Schi'Jliermr Mgml

2 BLOCKS FROM Marris libraty, new,
nioe 2 bdrrn, lum, carpet, a/c, 605
W CollOAe, 529·3581 o, 529· l 820.
co,pel, 2 boll,s, a/c, w/d, Roared a~
6c, 9 or 12 mo lease, Coll 529·5&81.

Roommates

NICE, NEW 2 bdrm, lum, ~IJ'el,
a/c, cvcil now 514 S Woll, 529·
:i!3 I/529"182O.
·
NICE, NEWER 1 bec110C.n, 509 s
Woll or 313 EFreemon, lumi,.l,od,
carpet,a/c,nape;:,Call529-3581.

E-mail onleOmidweu.nel

~NER 2 & 3 BDRM, near r..:, new

In Cdole's Historic Dis!rid, Class)'
Ouiet & Solo, w/J, a/c, newoppl,
hrdwd/Rn, Ven Awlcen, 529·5881.

1ul,.ihowet",

maintained, 4.57·8194 or 529·201 J,
CHRISS
3 BDRM, REMODELED, dose lo ,:,om•
- - - - - - - - - · pus, gas hoot, references+ dep, avail
AUQ, 687•2520, Iv men.
,
5 SCRM, I L!!: r..,.,, campu,. 609 S
• 'Poplar, $225/ person, w/d, u/c, Call
...___ _ _ _ _ _ ___. 687·4577 or 967·9202.

Offioe hours 10-5 M-..ndoy,Fridoy

STUDIO N'T, PERFECi for grad stud·

AMBASSADOR HA!l cx:>RM' ..
single rooms cvciloble os low os
· $271/mo, oll ulil included+ coble,
sophomore qualified, Coll 457• ?2.12.

,157.3544,

::~:\;;:;lmw~}tn·.~~~ :Yi.
2
well
boll,,, oera,nic lilo

1 bedroom opt, a/c, furnished, gos
heat, do10 lo campus, available in
AuAUsl, for info call, 4.57·7337.

Miscellaneous

APARTMENTS, HOUSES, &MC).
BILE HOMES, non student neigh•
borhood1, no pets, no parties,

Avail Now, nice 3 bdrrn, SW
C'Dale, basement, c/o, w/d, appl,
new ccrpel, Call 529·3581.

:i:i~:::ar/4uR~•rant1.7s1r·

-Weckd~J!i!;0I phone

l

. 3 BDRM, 2 boll,, ,le, w/d, deck, ccr;por1, AuA 15t'1, $620/ma, 549 1315.

3 SDRM HOUSE near Rec, o/c, w/d,

•,1;uW';.,~"';;;J~dr;~fo ··

'

23, 1999 • 9

2 SD-RM, dose lo compus,, /d, c/a,
$50:l/ma, avail Aug 15, Coll A57·
3308, 8 om· 12 pm only.

1 BDRM from S2.iO-S370, 2 BDRM

:;_t~~~ffs~!."°' lea,., deposit,
MURPHYSBORO 2 BEDROOM , car•
pol, air, sorry no pols, $260/N,ONTH
687,LSn OR 967,9202.

"Urr,;.,~a.:r;;I Ad

FRIDAY JULY

lARGE 2 BDRM, a/c, w/d, gos hoot,
$420/ma, Aug 1511,, water, traih &
lawn ind. Coll 549-1315.

M'BORO 2 BDRM, c/o, priva1e deck,
5 mi lo compu1, $360-375 ma, Call

687· 1n ,4 or 6B4·5584. (opts also)

4ros.A,h
908N.Carko
514 S. BeHriJge ,.I ,2
406 W. Chestnut •310 W. Coll,gc ,.1,3
500 W. C,llcG• ,.I
407 E. Freeman
500W. F,ccman_.J,5
40? J(Z E. Hemr
406 l(ZE.Hc,t<r
. 408 l(Z E. Hester
'
/OJ W. ~ligh E&W
208 W. Hmplt•I ,.,

515 S. Logan
612 S. Logan
612 J(ZS.L<,,.-an
507 J(Z W. Main n
400W.O.lr.,.J
511 N.O.kland
514 N. Oakland
IJ0SE.ra,k
202 N. Poplar,.,
334 W. W,lnu, ,.3
402 l(Z W. Walnut

4085.Ash
502 S. llcvcrlJ,:,: ,.,
514 S. llcvcriJgc ,.,, 2
SIS S. llcvcrld,:,: ,.I
406 W. Chestnut
500 W. College ,.z
!04 S. Forest
407E. Freeman
409 E. Freeman
411 E. Fn:cman
109 Glenview
402 E. Hc,oer
406 E.. Hc,tcr
210 W. Ho<pltal ,._1
515 S. Lo~u,
402w.o,... , ...2
514 N. O.kl•nJ
6299 Old Rt, I J
ZOZN. roplar
168 ToWt";~,lUSC Dr.
nosE.r.ul:
402 1/2 W. Walr,ut

502 S, llcv«iJ,~,.I
514 S. llcveriJgc•2
30S Crestview
104 s. Forest

402E.Hcsrer

•06E.Hrstcr

210 W. Ho,rital ,.3
S07 W. Main,.,
514 N. O..kland
6299O1JR,. IJ
504 S, Washlni;ton
506 S. Washini;ton
6005, Washlni;ton

30S Cttsrvicw
406 E. Hester-ALL
S07W,M•in,.I
402W.O,.!i.E &. W
600 S. 'X';o~ington

406 E, Hoster• ALL
402W.O,k E&.W

f#i@•1il•t•j!B
402 W.O•½ E&. W

10 •
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oist~l£D MN-i NEEDS in-homo
hoa!ih ore, must be rospon~ble, will
train, ~x,si~on available immed, cell
Mark, 351-0652.

TO,VN & COUNTRY, 1 & 2 bdrm,
fum, gcs heat, new ccrpel, c/a, no
.pots, 549-«71.

FROST MOSllf HOME PARK now
GIANT OTY LODGE is looking lo hire ·BABYSITTER HAS FUll time openings,
• in C'dalo area,stamng Aug 23, for in·
ren~ng, 2 bdrms, doan, gas, cabl· ,
· an ""P COOK. we afler campo~6vo
quires.Call (8151 947-3422.
avail r.aw, leaso, 457-8924, 11 -~pm. wages, good conditions, & medical
insurance isava:1, cell 457-4921.
EXTRA NICE UxlO, 3 bdrm, 2 baih,
c/a, fum, small park en bus route, no ·:~~ngDR:.iCO•iruglic::;ngwi:J~•pets, 5ot9-0A9I "'A57-o609.
""
---------I
~~::,r1iabilBel•Aire Mab~• Hames, now ren~ng ily lih 50 lbs), SS.75. $6.00 per
lar laD & spring, 1, 2. & l bdnns,
hour ~lus fringe. Apply START, 20 •
lum, no pots, 529-4431.
N 13ih St, PO Bex 938,Murphys·
baro, IL 62966.

---------1

~:'!;'~<7,!~1~[:;

lo

lo

---------•
NICE I BDRM, ideal student rental,!' ENVIRONMENTAL

MANAGEMENT
SPEOAUST
Appt:cc~JOS are invited loi,i!,o pasi·
6on of environmental M;,nag~t ,
Specialist of tl,e Center for Environ·
mental Heclih and Safety, available
immediately. A Bachefo;', degree in

or 12 ma leases, fumi,hed, air, no
pets, Ccll .5-49-0491 or 457-0609.
ENERGY EFFICIENT, LG 2 bdrm, 2
bath, c/a, fum, quiol park near •~m·
o~.•lo, nc pots, 549·0491

~=~~

.:~.'o6

0

www.enquesl.com/a/livestartaur1
e-mail: fivestar@midwesl.net
1-888·«2·2606

1

---------,
:tle;!~
..
~;°£":n1 & 2 bdm,, by SIU & Logan, waler,
vironmenicl rogulalory compliance is

heat & !rau, iricl, 1·800-293·«07,
beiw..en $195-$250, sorry no pets.

~i~j3~ol,1.;:!~~1:~.3
1

NEAR OWi ORCHARD Lake, 2 bdrm
mobile home, lots cf "1ade,
~225/ma, no p,,ts, Call 549-7.100.
2 BDRM MOBILE home i,, ccuniry, I 0
min 1o SIU, a/c, deck, lg living room,
,!,ado~..,. $350/mo, 5.49-7743.
BEL-AIRE, I 4x70, 2 bdrm, 2 baih,
h,m, w/d, no pets, $375, cvail Aug
~o. natural ROS, nice, 529-4431.

.'2

; •.

1L1cun~~~,m·1:(

::tcl~fa~.,".,".di!:~~~t~
wri"°n arul vert>al communicc6ons
skins requ,ed. Responsibili6es indude:
monitoring UnfVenily ~atior11 to

•

ensure compliance wiih USEPA and

\~Alo~~:~i::-:.1~~~~riol:;L!;!:',s~~':~J:t:lJZ

versity wi!I ccridud a p,o-emplaymenl
background invosrigaricn which in•
dudes a crimirw! bodcground check.

live .. 11.e:xt.:,year:•,~tlt) ,,,,',<?r'
a

Salary rar,90: $31, l 16 la $46,680

t,'f~99

-BE-L·AI-RE-,l-6-x60-.-c/-a-,fu-m-,-w-/d-._ , ~ 1
:"•~l~~=;~nfi~ij~·
. d/w, ice maker J. disposal, no pets,
,.w,;;c1,, ..
ava~ All!! 20, $500, call 529-.UJI.
Sul.mil a letter of appf.cc6ciri,'nsume
- - - - - - - - - 1 and names ofrhree referen<H
PaulJRosliva
BEL-AIRE, ldx70, 3 bdrm, c/a, furn,
Director
n, pots, avail Aug 20, $390, nice,
So,,ihem Illinois University
. dean, cable TV,call 529-,UJl.
Center for Environmental Healih and
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , fJ~RadiaDrive

lo:

Bfi·AIRI:, l.4X60, 2 bdrm, c/a, furn,

Caroondale, IL 6,.01·6898

cablo TV, natural ROS, 529-.uJI.

Savthem

w/c'., OYDil now, no pets, $350, nice,

---------l

COUNTRY lMNG DESOTO, doublo
wides for-rent, 3 bdrm,, 2 baihs, all
elec, 2 car ccrpart, cal: A57•7~88.

~~-~ah,

required. Registered prafeuionol en•
gineer licensed in the stale of !Uinois
considered a plus. !itrang knowledge

,. Call A57·3321.

_________

;~2~w~u11:1,11;1.1,t~~1i1. ·

lllinois University ;1 an
Equal Oppcrtunity/Affinnative Adiars
Cmplayor.

NEW APAm!Eliil

fll.l,11110.LW!

3 Bedroom512S.Wall
3 Bedroom 516 S. Poplar
2BedroomS14S. Wall
2 Betl:oor.i 605 W. College
2 ~m(:11)\V. College
2BedroomSJ6S.Poplar '
I Bwoom S09 S. Wall
I Balroo~ 313 E. Fm:m:m

S52S
$630

.::;;t¥!\~~ffJJ(~t

f,~L..:,.;..;:_i,;L_~_-...,-_-_-_,Td

ssoo
$530

mo

$450

mo
mo

~lhl<ellil llSl no:
JP)mtdl.UJJ.cctlv<e ft<0> Ible·
sitfulcclk llllil lhlcemwy
fur~cc?

APAJm!ENTS
]~l)IW.S)l:lllml>Ji,,i

S-l'.l)

2Bcatan«BW.l\,:;m:o3
mi
2Bcd-mS12S.w.illil
mi
lllam:m6ilW.WJ!ru(t»-'!llt11l) $410
2Bcatan6JIW.w.mt(~)
2Bcatan«IIS. w..slqtnS.Ajt.
2Bcatan«l2 S. Cirmn
2Battun«1JW.Pcrzll
2Bor..xnlllW.w.i!:ull
Jllattun414S.Cirmnli&S.Ajt.
Jllattun«xiS.~l{Ajt.
lllcao:m«l2S.Gcmn,:;
i llo:m,414S.w.npa,N.&S.Ajl
lcrlllalnxxn«llW.ElmE.&W.Ajl
lllamJnlZOW.w.i!:u'2,28,3

m,

2Bairan4l0S.\\~
2Barnxn 1105 W. Glrr

A: When you want to sell something!

$310
$250

mi
mi
$22S

sm
sm
$250

S4Jl

ms

HOUSES
3 Balnmi613W.00:i,:
3 llalnxm400 S. Gr.mm

·

cu~iii.t/a.'•11iuttriri1 t~.! . :·~

$900
.$.500
$460
$460

When you purchase a D.E. classified ad
an additic;mal $5 can get your business
on to Carbondale's busiest intersection
on the information highway.

Even when we don't publish a daily
. paper the website· can recieve
thousands of hits. So call today to
get the details and get connected to
see your business ta~e off while your
competition stalls for summer.

www;.dailyegyptian.com

NIGHT ORCUIATIONS DRIVIRS
faD term, Sun·Thurs night

Sla~'.',i'r.o~n":i1tig~I

No d01ses before I0:00 am
Ideal for Grad studentl
Experience an lote ,hilts is dosirablo
or

:tif~:prossroom.
too°"~ :~:.l"lor

N:GHT PRODUCTION WORK

~~~fu~~1C::?r
O,oo·

No dasses before I
ain
Apply al the Daily E9)plian
or call 536·3311 aher 6 pm and ask
lorpressroam.

Meado,v Ridge
3 Bedroom Townhom·es
, with washer, dryer, dishw.isher
·
& microwave oven.
From $242.00 ppm.

Three's no crou·d...in oilT 3bedroom behind Universicy Mall,
new Carpet, lots of trees only $580 amonth
·
.
or...

How about one o( 011r remodeled, f11mished mablie homes uith
ll'asher/ dryer and central air for $400 amonth.

fJ,\IL\' EG\'PTUN

WEEKENDER

FRIDAY, JULY

•

11

Di:scounts for

!J"h~... RQ~_~_J:~---~l~i;Jt~~~J .------Casino Queen

g_ood students

Take 51 north to
1-64. Take 1-64
vvest into east St.
Louis. Watch for
'casino Queen signs.

The C,mnlri1 Compan.ie, offer
insurance discounts for
high school and college
students who maintain a B
or better average. Ask for
details on a!l our moneysaving discounts. Call to
see if you qualify. ~

The President
Casino on
the Admiral

l

23, 1999

On the St. Louis riverfront directly belovv
the Arch. Watch for
~~ President signs.

I l.'=

':-•• by COlll1tJy Muuw l11,111111,ce Co"'P"7. oo,
o(thcCountryCompa,'lics.BloominJID8.L

Player's Island

·

[

Take l 3 to Marion
to 1-57 to 1-24 south.
Take 1-45 into
Metropolis. \/Vatch for
Player's Island signs.

-

---

MIKE HARRIS
457-5373j,
'\

I!

--~--~·

By Jason Adams /Daily Egyptian

COUNIRV :~

iI

COM'ANIES.~

-·-·--•··-·---··--·-• '

Legislation allows boats to remain dockside
us a better opportunity 10 serve our patrons."
Deonna Belt, mcJia coordinator for Illinois ;>Iayer•s
Island Casino in Metropolis; said the transition lo dockEGISLATION ALLOWING. RIVERBOAT
side:gaming allows customers to have the freedom to
enjoy the boat at their own pace.
CASINOS TO OPERATE WHILE REMAIN•
; : ·."I believe, personally, that it would be more conve•
ING DOCKSIDE, SIGNED INTO LAW A
nicnf for our customers because we have people who
MONTH AGO [.f Gov. GEORGE RYAN, IS AIMED AT
._, travel_from Tennessee and all over who had to worry
INCREASING GAMING BUSINESS ALONG ILLINOIS'
, about making the cruises," she said.
WATERWAYS.
/
: · 1 • "If.they missed the cruise 1, was then a twO'hour wait,
Senate Bill lOl7 modifies current gaming laws to . '., ,: '. and some people didn'! have that op~on.,!-low they can
allow riverboats to conduct dockside gaming. '.The law .·.- .,,_,come.on and goo~ th~ boa! at any time.
.
also repeals the prohibition against riverboat gambling in· , ; ~or to the legisl_atJon, nvi:-~ats ~ere required by the
Cook County. Although dockside ga."lling is novfallowed · U$~ <;oast_G~ to staff each ship ~th deckhands. With
in Illinois, there is no legislation pennitting gaming;/
d0<:~1~e ga~g, :C\\'.Cr ?ttendants will be needed to
devices on land.
, ,:. :. ,: r
1n:untam the ships cxtcnors.
Ryan said the changes to the gaming Ia~s·oflllinois
i; '.'All of our:eniplciyees will be given other options to
were cru~ial in m~ng Illinois riverboats competitive
take other .positions,"_(?ser said.
.
.
force ag:unst boats m other states.
;· · : (
:. · Belt s:ud the trans1110n from oper.wng on a cruise
"I believe the provisions ofthis legislation will proschedule to r~rriaining ~ocked has been simple.
vide substantial economic benefits to the Quad Cities,
:., '.'Before we went dock.s:de, things had to be cleared
Metro East and other areas of our state by allowing
i~ternally." she said. ''The only change that we had really
Illinois riverboats to compete with boats in' neighboring
made is that we have moved our turnstiles and have built
stales," he said.
·
· : • ·. · · •; .
n permanent boat ramp."•
. .
Danielle Oser, spokesperson for the Casino Queen in
l • .'f1elt said since the passing of the· law, people have
East SL Louis, said the Queen supported dockside gamspeculated how business on riverboats in Illinois has been
ing because of the advantages it gives to it's customers:,
ilffected.
.
·
The Casino Queen is located in the Metro East rire:i and·"'.'•, :< \''There has been discussion about how remaining
currently competes with six casinos in the St:l.ouis area. .. '. .dockside has affected business, although no official num•
"We were definitely in,favorof it," Oser said. "It give.~•: :1,ers have been concluded," she said.
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Serving Southam Illinois• Flnost 880 With A Wldo Variety Of Fine Foods '

CaUish Sandwich On!v 1
!~:~~:n~:~:~d
withfrenchfries, $4 49 CoieSlaw ••.Dlitv
ColeSlaw&Hu~hpupples
•
S4J!l5
Our Delicious Dinners Include: Ribs, Pork Steak,
Catfish, Hickory Smoked Cllicken,Jumbo Shrimp,
·
Spaghetti & more!
We Accept These

We serve breakfast 7 days a week/

MaJor credit cards

~

@9

G13

Country Cured 11am, Sausages, Sugar Cured Bacon &
Eggs, Pancakes, French Toast, Omelets

CARBOl/DALE. •• 549•1599 • CHRISTOPHER•• .724-7115 • DU QUOIN•••542-3399

•
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June 23, 1~93,;is ~four•sto~ replica :\Presid~t Casino on the Admiral,
of a .19th century si~y,,heel.f:- ~,/.:~es her job to heart. She said a trip
and 1s the largest crwsmg vq- • 'ln (_ .',.on board the President is C('nvenient
inland waterways. It offers 28,~"0- . >'. after a nighrat a ball game or on
"l'bere is a lot of paperwork
square feet of Slot and Video Poker, ,.· Laclede's Landing.
involved," she said. "\Ve were finMachines as well as Jive'gaming ·1,, ~;· :<·/;'Our whole goal is when people
gerprinted, I had to take a drug test
!Uhles. Gaming~!~ include black, ,, :0•~isit SL Louis, they consider us a ·
before I could start working and we
Jack, craps, Carib~ ~d poker an? ''.' P~ of the ~hole entertai~ ment p~ck•
all have to answer several questions." · ~!l!ette~~heels. . ,,: ·:,
r_-. >.!ge ~L Louts~ to offer, •she s:ud.
Pleasant surroundings enable Belt ~ ·,!._ 'C3:imo ~ueen ~ one otthe lead-.,,- , We, are not family entertamment
to enjoy her position as the media
In? C!51ros 1~ the Mt~~~st, Oser l; ;<and ~ve don't want t~ be- w_e 31::
consultant for Players Island
~d. .~rn live entertamment nearly[,, ?dvocates of.responsible gamm~.
"We are the nicest, but of course
~very ru~ht of the w~~ \~. outstand· !.•<-: ... 1:'he Admiral on the St. Louis
I'm partial "
mg gaming .opponurutJes.
: , :Riverfront was used for weddings
she said. '
, : The Casmo 9ueen holds the
;, ;,and big ba.1ds 60 years ago. Now it
"When I walk. l'l;COrd.fo~ the h!ghest attendance of. _<. _houses the President Casino ai:d five .
around I
any Illin01s Casmo and l,:L<; had I6.5 · decks of gaming options.
The legal
know everymilHon visi~~ sine~ its ~pening./ , · ·.' ! The atrium casino features more
age for
one here; if I
; We have six casinos m the · · . · ; than 1,000 slot machines, and black•
gambling in
don't know
region, and we continue to l::ad the.: : ._· jack, craps, roulette and poker tables
the state of
their names I
market," Oser s:i!d. •'The boat offer.: . , ..··spread across 70,CJOO..square feet.
Illinois and
know their
one ~fthe best views of the SL l.ou1s:7
Because the President is located
Missouri is
· faces."
skyline.".' . .
.
. ..
in Missouri, the floating casino is·
21 and is
Admission
A
sports
bar
and
grill.courty;;rd
required
to cruise. But liecause of
strictly
to the casino
buffet and gift shop~ located in the the boat's history and age, it oper•
enforced.
is free. The
casino's ~~t pavilic:>~· :
ates utilizing "simulated cruising."
casino is open
In additJ_on to g~'!llng, the .Queen !he boat restricts patrons to board·
from 9 a.m. to ?ffers? vanety of hve cmen:unrnent,_ mg the casino during the first 45
3 a.m. on Sunday through Thursday
m~luding an observ3!ion, deck party
minutes of every even hour.
and from 9 a.rn. to 5 a.m. Friday and with the band Dr. Zhivegas from 9
Simulated sessions begin at every
Saturday. For reservations call 1·800- p.m. to I a.~. Wednes<!3y.
odd hour and continue for one full
935-1111.
The boat JS open daily but closes
hour.
from 7:3.0 t? 9.,:30 a.m. cac~ day, due
The barge connecting to the casi•
to
th:
D!ino1s
::?4-hom:
gaming
Ia~.
no houses a theater, providing live
Casino Queen,
Adrruss1on to th.e Casmo Queen ts
entertainment options such various
East St. Louis.
$2 ForreservatJons call 1·800-777comedians and music venues
Several flags attached to light
l'f777.
throughout the year. The boat also
posts, colorfully decorated with cashfeatures a dinner buffet, a food court,
President Casino on bar and gift shop.
colored arrows and golden coins,
welcome patrons to the Casino
Due to Missouri gaming regulathe
Admiral,
Queen - a bright contrast to the
. tions, in each two-hour cruise ses•
St. Louis, Mo.
bo:l.-ued-up houses and depressed.
s:on a maximum of $500 is allowed
conditions that dominate East SL
With a plaque on her wall reading to be spent. Admission to the
Louis.
"Goddess of Gaming," Dawn Justice, President is $2. For reservations call
The Casino Queen, which opened assistant general manager of the
l•800-77ADMIRAL
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-Prayer

-Fellowship -Bible Teaching
-Charismatic Worship

'! . : International & American
Fellowship
. .·_
Friday - July 23rd
6:30 PM
Wham Bldg. Room #105

···········~~-

For information call 529-4395

Riverboat casinos provide
alternative nightlife
STORY BY EDITORS
RHONDA ScIARRA
& KELLY HERTIEIN

A

COCKTAIL WAITRESS OUTFITTED IN SILVER·GLIT·
TERED SPANDEX SHORTS ,\NO TAl~K ROAMS
THE FLOOR OF THE PRESIDENT CASINO AS

DICE ROLL, SLOTS DING AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS ARE AT
STAKE IN THE ATMOSPHERE AROUND HER.

Secluded in a quiet, private room in front of television monitors,
SIUC alumnus Aaron Smith sits back and observes the fast-paced
excitement of riverboat gambling.
"On the fkxir on any Friday night there arc
INSIDE
people laughing, drinking, winning money, losing
Governor
money - it is like a party," Smi:il said.
signs _bill
"Everyone i~ having fun. It's a real upbeat atmosallowing
phere, and that is how it should be."
boats lo
Smith began working as a surveillance operator on the President Casino in St. Louis after gradremain
uating with a degree in radio and television in
dockside.
May of 1996.
page 11
A night of riverboat gambling exists hours
away in all directions from Carbondale, providing
a high-intensity alternative to local night life.
'The slots arc always dinging and the noise is incredible," said
Danielle Oser, spokesperson for the Casino Queen in East SL Louis.
"It's loud, it's exciting- you want to win."

Players Island Casino, Metropolis.
Making a jaunt to the home of Superman brings the vision of allbrick sidewalks, black-iron street lights and a fuschia glow leading
the wandering eye to an oasis cin th~ Ohio River.'
Having ope_ned in 1993, the Players Island Casino in Metropolis
qffers four gaming floors. With the capacity to accommodate n~rly
I, 700 passengers, Player.. Island entertains its guests with 53 table'
games, including blackjack, roukHc, Caribbean stud poker, craps,
mini-baccarat, slots and video poker machines.
An Island Facility wcl;omes customers to the boat and includes a
300-seat buffet, bar, gift shop and boarding area. A fine-dining Island
Terrace Restaurant can accommodate 140 people.
Entenainment acts visiting the casino have included the Little
River Band. Tanya Tucker, George Jones and Wayne Newton.
Tonight R.E.O. Speedwagon will perfom1 at 7:30 p.m.
Players Island employ~ more than 800 individuals. Working on a
casino mandates a lot of time and effon. Deonna Belt, a spokesper•
son for Players Island Casino, said those who wish to be employed
by a casino operation should be prepared to obtain an Illinois
Gaming Board License.

MINCStU

SEE

Yu/D.,ily Egl"Ptian

(Above) Overlooking the moin gaming hall of the President
Casino on The Admiral, which rests on the Mississippi River in
St. Louis, patrons toke their chances on live gaming tables. The
President is one of many casino boots located within hours of
Carbondale.
(Upper right) A pit boss offers guidence to a blackjack dealer
duirng gaming hours Friday afternoon. The President Casino on
The Admiral offers. slots and table gaming.

The Casino Queen,
located in Emt St.
Louis, is home to
28,000 square feet
olcasino gaming
space; a gilt shop,
sports bar and grill
and many live.
entertainment options.
Mrtacszu Yu/D.,ily E~'l1'tL1n
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